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Hanspeter Pfister, Senior Member, IEEE , and Pascal Fua, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—We propose a novel approach to automated delineation of curvilinear structures that form complex and potentially
loopy networks. By representing the image data as a graph of potential paths, we first show how to weight these paths using
discriminatively-trained classifiers that are both robust and generic enough to be applied to very different imaging modalities.
We then present an Integer Programming approach to finding the optimal subset of paths, subject to structural and topological
constraints that eliminate implausible solutions. Unlike earlier approaches that assume a tree topology for the networks, ours
explicitly models the fact that the networks may contain loops, and can reconstruct both cyclic and acyclic ones. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach on a variety of challenging datasets including aerial images of road networks and micrographs
of neural arbors, and show that it outperforms state-of-the-art techniques.
Index Terms—Curvilinear networks, tubular structures, curvilinear structures, automated reconstruction, integer programming,
path classification, minimum arborescence.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKS of curvilinear structures are pervasive bothin nature and man-made systems. They appear at
all possible scales, ranging from nanometers in Electron
Microscopy image stacks of neurons to petameters in dark-
matter arbors binding massive galaxy clusters. Modern
imaging systems can produce vast amounts of data featuring
them. However, in spite of many years of sustained effort,
fully automated exploitation remains elusive, especially
when the images are noisy and the linear structures exhibit
a complex morphology.
As a result, practical systems require extensive manual
intervention that is both time-consuming and tedious. For
example, in the DIADEM challenge to map nerve cells [2],
the results of the finalist algorithms, which proved best at
tracing axonal and dendritic networks, required substantial
time and effort to proofread and correct [3]. Such editing
dramatically slows down the analysis process and makes it
impossible to exploit the large volumes of imagery being
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Part of the problem comes from the fact that scoring
paths by integrating pixel values along their length, as
is done in many automated methods, often fails to ade-
quately penalize short-cuts and makes it difficult to com-
pute commensurate scores for paths of different lengths.
An additional difficulty comes from the fact that many
interesting networks, such as those formed by roads and
blood vessels depicted by Fig. 1 contain loops, which few
existing methods attempt to model explicitly. Furthermore,
even among structures that really are trees, such as the
neurites of Fig. 1, the imaging resolution is often so low
that the branches appear to cross, thus introducing several
spurious cycles that can only be recognized once the whole
structure has been recovered. In fact, this is widely reported
as a major source of error [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].
In this paper, we attempt to overcome both of these lim-
itations simultaneously by formulating the reconstruction
problem as one of solving an Integer Program (IP) on a
graph of potential tubular paths. We further propose a novel
approach to weighting these paths using discriminatively-
trained path classifiers. More specifically, we first select
evenly spaced voxels that are very likely to belong to the
curvilinear structures of interest. We treat them as vertices
of a graph and connect those that are within a certain
distance of each other by geodesic paths [10], to which we
assign informative scores based on an original classification
approach. We then look for a subgraph that maximizes a
global objective function that combines both image-based
and geometry-based terms. Unlike earlier approaches that
aim at building trees, we look for a potentially loopy sub-
graph while penalizing the formation of spurious junctions
and early branch terminations. This is done by letting graph
vertices be used by several branches, thus allowing cycles
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Fig. 1. 2D and 3D datasets used to test our approach. (a) Aerial image of roads. (b) Maximum intensity projection (MIP)
of a confocal image stack of blood vessels, which appear in red. It features cycles created by circulatory anastomoses or by
capillaries connecting arteries to veins. (c) Minimum intensity projection of a brightfield stack of neurons. (d) MIP of a confocal
stack of olfactory projection axons. (e) MIP of a brainbow [1] stack. As most images in this paper, they are best visualized in
color.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. Enforcing tree topology results in creation of spurious
junctions. (a) Image with two crossing branches. The dots
depict sample points (seeds) on the centerlines found by
maximizing a tubularity measure. In 3D, these branches may
be disjoint but the z-resolution is insufficient to see it and only
a single sample is found at their intersection, which we color
yellow. (b) The samples are connected by geodesic paths to
form a graph. (c,d) The final delineation is obtained by finding
a subgraph that minimizes a global cost function. In (c), we
prevent samples from being used more than once, resulting
in an erroneous delineation. In (d), we allow the yellow point
to be used twice, and penalize creation of early terminations
and spurious junctions, which yields a better result.
as shown in Fig. 2, but introducing a regularization prior
and structural constraints to limit the number of branchings
and terminations.
Our approach was first introduced in [11] and [12], both
of which produce connected reconstructions. We combine
them here and propose new connectivity constraints along
with a new optimization strategy to impose them, which
result in significant speed-ups. Furthermore, we provide
a more thorough validation with new experiments and
comparisons to several other methods.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on
a wide range of noisy 2D and 3D datasets, including
aerial images of road networks, and micrographs of neural
and vascular arbors depicted by Fig. 1. We show that it
consistently outperforms state-of-the-art techniques.
2 RELATED WORK
Most delineation techniques and curvilinear structure
databases use a sequence of cylindrical compartments as a
representation of curvilinear structures [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [11], [19]. Besides being compact, this geometric
representation captures two important properties, namely
connectedness and directedness, which are common among
many structures such as blood vessels and neurons and are
essential in studying their morphology. Current approaches
can be roughly categorized as manual, semi-automated or
automated.
Since we focus on automation, we discuss the first two
categories in Appendix A and briefly review existing auto-
mated techniques below. Most of them require a seed point,
the root, to be specified for each connected network in the
image. Starting from the roots, they then grow branches that
follow local maxima of a tubularity measure that captures
the likelihood of a point being on the centerline of a
curvilinear structure. Depending on the search mechanism
employed, existing algorithms can be subdivided into local
and global ones as discussed below.
2.1 Local Search
Local search algorithms make greedy decisions about which
branches to keep in the solution based on local image
evidence. They include methods that segment and skele-
tonize the tubularity image [20], [13], [21], [22], [23], [24],
and active contour-based methods, which are initialized
from it [25], [26], [5]. Such methods are shown to be
effective and efficient when a very good segmentation can
be reliably obtained. In practice, however, this is hard to
do. In particular, thinning-based methods often produce
disconnected components and artifacts on noisy data, which
then require considerable post-processing and analysis to
merge into a meaningful network.
Another important class of local approaches involves
explicitly delineating the curvilinear networks. It includes
greedy tracking methods that start from a set of seed
points and incrementally grow branches by evaluating a
tubularity measure [27], [28], [29], [30], [6], [31], [9]. High
tubularity paths are then iteratively added to the solution
and their end points are treated as the new seeds from
which the process can be restarted. These techniques are
computationally efficient because the tubularity measure
only needs to be evaluated for a small subset of the image
volume in the vicinity of the seeds. However, they typically
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require separate procedures to detect branching points. Fur-
thermore, due to their greedy nature, imaging artifacts and
noise can produce local tracing errors that propagate. This
often results in large morphological mistakes, especially
when there are large gaps along the filaments.
2.2 Global Search
Global search methods aim to achieve greater robustness
by computing the tubularity measure everywhere. Although
this is more computationally demanding, it can still be
done efficiently in Fourier space or using GPUs [32], [33],
[34]. They then optimize a global objective function over a
graph of high-tubularity seed points [8] or superpixels [35].
Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms, for instance, belong
to this class [36], [37], [38]. These methods explore the
search space efficiently by first sampling seed points and
linking them, and then iteratively adjusting their positions
and connections so as to minimize their objective function.
However, while they produce smooth tree components in
general, the algorithms presented in [36], [37] do not neces-
sarily guarantee spatial connectedness of these components.
By contrast, many other graph-based methods use the
specified roots to guarantee connectivity. They sample seed
points and connect them by paths that follow local maxima
of the tubularity measure. This defines a graph whose
vertices are the seeds and edges are the paths linking them.
The edges of the graph form an overcomplete representation
of the underlying curvilinear structures and the final step is
to build a solution by selecting an optimal subset of these
candidate edges.
Many existing approaches weight the edges of this graph
and pose the problem as a minimum-weight tree problem,
which is then solved optimally. Algorithms that find a
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) [39], [14], [7], [18] or a
Shortest Path Tree (SPT) [17] belong to this class. Although
efficient polynomial-time algorithms exist for both SPT-
and MST-based formulations, these approaches suffer from
the fact that they must span all the seed points, including
some that might be false positives. As a result, they produce
spurious branches when seed points that are not part of the
tree structure are mistakenly detected, which happens all
too often in noisy data. Of course, some of the spurious
branches can be eliminated after the fact by pruning the
tree. In the results section, we will compare this pruning
approach to our IP one and show that the latter usually
gives better results.
Our earlier k-Minimum Spanning Tree (k-MST) formu-
lation [8] addressed this issue by posing the problem as
one of finding the minimum cost tree that spans only an
a priori unknown subset of k seed points. However, the
method relies on a heuristic search algorithm and two
distinct objective functions, one for searching and the other
for scoring, without guaranteeing the global optimality
of the final reconstruction. Furthermore, it requires an
explicit optimization over the auxiliary variable k, which
is not relevant to the problem. By contrast, the integer
programming formulation we advocate in this paper in-
volves minimization of a single global objective function
that allows us to link legitimate seed points while rejecting
spurious ones by finding the optimum solution to within a
small user-specified tolerance.
Furthermore, all the spanning tree approaches rely on
the local tubularity scores to weight the graph edges. For
example, global methods that rely on geodesic distances
express this cost as an integral of a function of the tubularity
values [40], [7]. Similarly, active contour-based methods
typically define their energy terms as such integrals over
the paths [18], [33]. In our own experience [8], because
they involve averaging, such measures are not particularly
effective at ignoring paths that are mostly on the curvilinear
structures but also partially on the background. Moreover,
because the scores are computed as sums of values along
the path, normalizing them so that paths of different lengths
can be appropriately compared is non-trivial. By contrast,
the path classification approach we introduce in Section 5
returns comparable probabilistic costs for paths of arbitrary
length. Furthermore, our path features capture global ap-
pearance, while being robust to noise and inhomogeneities.
Last but not least, none of the existing approaches
addresses the delineation problem for loopy structures. For
the cases where spurious loops seem to be present, for
example due to insufficient imaging resolution in 3D stacks
or due to projections of the structures on 2D [41], some of
the above-mentioned methods [7], [5] attempt to distinguish
spurious crossings from legitimate junctions by penalizing
sharp turns and high tortuosity paths in the solutions and
introducing heuristics to locally and greedily resolve the
ambiguities. They do not guarantee global optimality and,
as a result, can get trapped into local minima, as reported
in several of these papers. This is what our approach seeks
to address by looking for the global optimum of a well-
defined objective function.
3 APPROACH
We first briefly outline our reconstruction algorithm, which
goes through the following steps depicted by Fig. 3:
1) We first compute a tubularity value at each image
location xi and radius value ri, which quantifies
the likelihood that there exists a tubular structure of
radius ri, at location xi. Given an N -D image, this
creates an (N + 1)-D scale-space tubularity volume
such as the one shown in Fig. 3(b).
2) We select regularly spaced high-tubularity points as
seed points and connect pairs of them that are within
a given distance from each other. This results in a
directed tubular graph, such as the one of Fig. 3(c),
which serves as an overcomplete representation for
the underlying curvilinear networks.
3) Having trained a path classifier using such graphs and
ground-truth trees, we assign probabilistic weights
to pairs of consecutive edges of a given graph at
detection time as depicted by Fig. 3(d).
4) We use these weights and solve an integer program to
compute the maximum-likelihood directed subgraph
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Fig. 3. Algorithmic steps. (a) Aerial image of a suburban neighborhood. (b) 3-D scale-space tubularity image. (c) Graph
obtained by linking the seed points. They are shown in red with the path centerlines overlaid in green. (d) The same graph
with probabilities assigned to edges using our path classification approach. Blue and transparent denote low probabilities, red
and opaque high ones. Note that only the paths lying on roads appear in red. (e) Reconstruction obtained by our approach.
of this graph to produce a final result such as the one
of Fig. 3(e).
These four steps come in roughly the same sequence
as those used in most algorithms that build trees from
seed points, such as [39], [7], [18], [8], but with three key
differences. First, whereas heuristic optimization algorithms
such as MST followed by pruning or the k-MST algorithm
of [8] offer no guarantee of optimality, our approach guar-
antees that the solution is within a small tolerance of the
global optimum. Second, our approach to scoring individual
paths using a classifier instead of integrating pixel values
as usually done gives us more robustness to image noise
and provides peaky probability distributions, such as the
one shown in Fig. 3(d), which helps ensure that the global
optimum is close to the ground truth. Finally, instead of
constraining the subgraph to be a tree as in Fig. 2(c), we
allow it to contain cycles, as in Fig. 2(d), and penalize
spurious junctions and early branch terminations. In the
results section, we show that this yields improved results
over very diverse datasets.
4 GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
We build the graphs such as the one depicted by Fig. 3(c) in
four steps. We first compute the Multi-Directional Oriented
Flux tubularity measure introduced in [42]. This measure
is used to assess if a voxel lies on a centerline of a
filament at a given scale. Unlike the original Oriented Flux
approach [33] that relies on a circular model of the cross-
sections, this measure allows for arbitrarily-shaped ones
that are prevalent in biological imagery. This is achieved
by maximizing the image gradient flux along multiple
directions and radii, instead of only two with a unique
radius. We then suppress non-maxima responses around
filament centerlines using the NMST algorithm [42], which
helps remove some artifacts from further consideration.
More specifically, the NMST algorithm suppresses voxels
that are not local maxima in the plane that is perpendicular
to a local orientation estimate and within the circular neigh-
borhood defined by their scale. It then computes the MST
of the tubularity measure and links pairs of disconnected
components in the non-maxima suppressed volume with the
MST paths.
Next, we select maximum tubularity points in the result-
ing image and treat them as graph vertices, or seeds, to be
linked. They are selected greedily, at a minimal distance
of d to every point that was selected previously. Finally,
we compute paths linking every pair of seed points within
a certain distance l(d) from each other using the minimal
path method in the scale space domain [40]. We take the





P (γ(s)) ds, (1)
where P is the negative exponential mapping of the
tubularity measure, s ∈ [0, 1] is the arc-length parameter
and γ is a parametrized curve mapping s to a location in
RN+1 [10]. As mentioned earlier, the first N dimensions
are spatial ones while the last one denotes the scale. The
minimization relies on the Runge-Kutta gradient descent
algorithm on the geodesic distance, which is computed
using the Fast Marching algorithm [43].
5 PATH CLASSIFICATION
Once the graph has been built, a key component of our
algorithm, and one of the two main contributions of this
paper, is our approach to assigning weights to its edges,
or more specifically pairs of consecutive edges. As can be
seen in Fig. 3(d), it is designed so that only relatively few
edge pairs receive high scores and considerably simplifies
the task of the IP solver used in step 4. In fact, we have
checked that without this property, the solver often fails
to converge. Furthermore, we will show in Section 7 that
using these weights in conjunction with other approaches
to finding desirable subgraphs does also bring about an
improvement, albeit a smaller one than using the IP solver.
A standard approach to computing such weights is to
integrate a function of the tubularity values along the
paths, as in Eq. 1. However, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the
resulting estimates are often unreliable because a few very
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Fig. 4. Scoring paths by classification vs Integration. (a)
Tubular graph of Fig. 3(c) with edge weights computed by
integrating tubularity values along the paths instead of using
our path classification approach. We use the same color
scheme as in Fig. 3(d) to demonstrate how much less infor-
mative these weights are. (b) In one of the microscopy stacks
of the DIADEM data, scoring paths by summing tubularity
values in, from left to right, shortcuts, spurious branches, and
missing branches denoted by the red circles at the top. Using
our classification approach to scoring paths yields the right
answer in all three cases, as shown in the bottom row.
high values along the path might offset low values and,
as a result, fail to adequately penalize spurious branches
and short-cuts. Furthermore, it is often difficult to find an
adequate balance between allowing paths to deviate from
a straight line and preventing them from meandering too
much, which results in errors such as those depicted by the
top row of Fig. 4(b) when using them to find the optimal
subgraph in Step 4 of our algorithm. In this section, we
propose a path-classification approach to computing the
probability estimates that we found to be more reliable.
More specifically, given a tubular path computed as dis-
cussed in Section 4, we break it down into several segments
and compute one feature vector for each based on gradient
histograms. We then use an embedding approach [44] to
compute fixed-size descriptors from the potentially arbitrary
number of feature vectors we obtain. Finally, we feed
these descriptors to a classifier and turn its output into a
probability estimate.
As shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4(b), this approach
penalizes paths that mostly follow the tree structure but
cross the background. Thus, it discourages shortcuts and
spurious branches, which the integration approach along
the path fails to do.
In the remainder of this section, we describe our path
features, embedding scheme, and training data collection
mechanism in more detail.
5.1 Histogram of Gradient Deviation Descriptors
Gradient orientation histograms have been successfully
applied to detecting objects in images and recognizing
actions in videos [45], [46], [44]. In a typical setup, the
image is first divided into a grid of fixed-size blocks, called
cells, and then for each cell, a 1-D histogram of oriented
gradients (HOG) is formed from the pixel votes within
it. Histograms from neighboring cells are then combined
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Fig. 7. Path classification vs Integration in portion of mi-
croscopy stacks from the DIADEM data [2]. (Top) Scoring
paths by summing tubularity values of Section 4.1 results in,
from left to right, shortcuts, spurious branches, and missing
branches. (Bottom) Our classification approach to scoring
paths yields the right answer in all three cases.
fail to adequately penalize spurious branches and short-
cuts. Furthermore, it is often difficult to find an adequate
balance between allowing paths to deviate from a straight
line and preventing them from meandering too much.
Fig. 6. Tubular graph
of Fig. 3(c) with edge
weights computed by in-
tegrating tubularity values
along the paths instead of
using our path classifica-
tion approach. We use the
same color scheme as in
Fig. 3(d) to demonstrate
how much less informative
these weights are.
In this section, we propose
a path-classification approach
to computing the probabil-
ity estimates that we found
to be more reliable. More
specifically, given a tubular
path computed as discussed
in Section 4.1, we break it
down into several segments
and compute one feature vec-
tor based on gradient his-
tograms for each. We then use
an embedding approach [58]
to compute fixed-size de-
scriptors from the potentially
arbitrary number of feature
vectors we obtain. Finally, we
feed these to a classifier and
turn its output into a proba-
bility estimate.
As shown in Fig. 7, this
approach penalizes paths that
mostly follow the true tree
structure but cross the back-
ground. Thus, it discourages
shortcuts, which is something that integration along the path
fails to do.
Fig. 8 illustrates a flowchart of our approach. In the
remainder of this section, we describe our path features,
embedding scheme, and training data collection mechanism
in more details.
5.1 Histogram of Gradient Deviation Descriptors
Gradient orientation histograms have been successfully ap-
plied to detecting objects in images and recognizing actions
in videos [59], [60], [58]. In a typical setup, the image is
first divided into a grid of fixed-size blocks, called cells, and
then for each cell, a 1-D histogram of orientated gradients
(HOG) is formed from the pixel votes within it. Histograms
from neighboring cells are then combined and normalized
to form features invariant to local contrast changes. Finally,
these features are fed into a classifier to detect objects of
interest. We adapt this strategy by defining Histogram of
Gradient Deviation (HGD) descriptors as follows.
Given a tubular path  (s) such as the one depicted by
Fig. 9, with s being the curvilinear abscissa, let C(s) be
the centerline and r(s) the corresponding radius mappings.
We partition the path into equal-length overlapping seg-
ments and, for each, we compute histograms of gradient
orientation deviations from the normal vectors emanating
from the centerline. The histograms are populated by points
belonging to a certain neighborhood N ( ) around the
centerline of the path. This neighborhood is defined as the
envelope of cross-sectional circles as illustrated by Fig 9.
To ensure that all the gradient information surrounding the
tube is captured, we extend this neighborhood by a margin
m(s) = K ⇤ r(s) proportional to the radii values. A fixed
size margin is not preferred to avoid biased interference of
background gradients for thin paths.
For a given image point x 2 N ( ), let N(x) be the
normal ray vector emanating from the centerline C passing
by x, and C(sx) the closest point to it3 as illustrated
by Fig. 9. Each such point contributes a weighted vote
krI(x)k to a histogram bin, which we take to be
 (x)=
⇢
angle(rI(x),N(x)) , if kx  C(sx)k > "
angle(rI(x),⇧(x)) , otherwise, (22)
where ⇧(x) is the cross-sectional plane, which we use
to compute the deviation angle when x belongs to the
centerline and the normal ray vector is not defined.
To obtain a description of paths’ appearance profile
on the cross-sectional plane, we further split the neigh-
borhood N ( ) into R equally spaced radius intervals as
shown in Fig. 9 and create a histogram for each such
interval. Given B orientation bins, the radius interval and
the angular bin indices for a point x are then given by
min(R   1, bRkN(x)k/(r(sx) +m(sx))c) and min(B  
1, bB (x)/⇡c) respectively. For each segment, this pro-
duces R histograms, each one corresponding to a radius
interval. We interpolate points within each such interval to
ensure that enough votes are used to form the histograms.
Finally, we normalize each histogram by the number of
points that voted for it.
This yields a set of histograms for each segment, which
we combine into a single HGD descriptor.
3For simplicity, we assume that such a point is unique.
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in Section 4.1, we break it
down into several segments
and compute one feature vec-
tor based on gradient his-
tograms for each. We then use
an embedding approach [58]
to compute fixed-size de-
scriptors from the potentially
arbitrary number of feature
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from neighboring cells are then combined and normalized
to form features invariant to local contrast changes. Finally,
these features are fed into a classifier to detect objects of
interest. We adapt this strategy by defining Histogram of
Gradient Deviation (HGD) descriptors as follows.
Given a tubular path  (s) such as the one depicted by
Fig. 9, with s being the curvilinear abscissa, let C(s) be
the centerline and r(s) the corresponding radius mappings.
We partition the path into qual-length overlapping seg-
ments and, for e ch, we compute histograms f gradi n
orientation devia ions from the normal vectors emanating
from the centerline. The histograms are populated by points
belonging to a certain neighborhood N ( ) around the
centerline of the path. This neighborhood is defined as the
envelope of cross-sectional circles as illustrated by Fig 9.
To ensure that all the gradient information surrounding the
tube is captured, we extend this neighborhood by a margin
m(s) = K ⇤ r(s) proportional to the radii values. A fixed
size margin is not preferred to avoid biased interference of
background gradients for thin paths.
For a given image point x 2 N ( ), let N(x) be the
normal ray vector emanating fro the centerline C passing
by x, and C(sx) the clo est point to it3 as illustrated
by Fig. 9. Each such point contributes a weighted vote
krI(x)k to a histogram bin, which we take to be
 (x)=
⇢
angle(rI(x),N(x)) , if kx  C(sx)k > "
angle(rI(x),⇧(x)) , otherwise, (22)
where ⇧(x) is the cross-sectional plane, which we use
to compute the deviation angle when x belongs to the
centerline and the normal ray vector is not defined.
To obtain a description of paths’ appearance profile
o the cross-sectional plane, we further split the neigh-
borhood N ( ) into R equally spaced radius intervals as
shown in Fig. 9 and create a histogram for each such
interval. Given B orientation bi s, the radius interval and
the angular bin indices for a point x are then given by
min(R   1, bRkN(x)k/(r(sx) +m(sx))c) and min(B  
1, bB (x)/⇡c) respectively. For each segment, this pro-
duces R histograms, each one corresponding to a radius
interval. We interpolate points within each such interval to
ensure that enough votes are used to form the histograms.
Finally, we normalize each histogram by the number of
points that voted for it.
This yields a set of histograms for each segment, which
we combine into a single HGD descriptor.
3For simplicity, we assume that such a point is unique.
Fig. 8, with s
a margin m(s)/3 =
v lues. A fixed size margin is not preferred to avoid biased
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In this sec ion, we pr pose a
path-classification approach to
computing the probability esti-
mates that we found to be more
reliable. More specifically, given
a tubular path computed as dis-
cussed in Section 4.1, we break
it down into several segments
and compute one feature vector
for each based on gradient his-
tograms. We then use an em-
bedding approach [57] to co -
pute fixed-size descriptors from
the potentially arbitrary number
of feature vectors we obtain. Fi-
nally, we feed these descriptors to
a classifier and turn i s output into
a probability estimate.
As shown in the bottom row
of Fig. 7, this approach penal-
izes paths that mostly follow
the tree structure but cross the
background. Thus, it discourages
shortcuts and spurious branches,
which t e integration approach along the path fails to do.
In the remainder of this section, we describe our path
features, emb dding scheme, and training data collection
mec anism in more details.
5.1 Histogram of Gradient Deviation Descriptors
Gradient orientation histograms have been successfully
applied to detecting objects in images and recognizing
actions in videos [58], [59], [57]. In a typical setup, the
image is first divided into a grid of fixed-size blocks, called
cells, and then for each cell, a 1-D histogram of orientated
gradients (HOG) is formed from the pixel votes within
it. Histogram from neighboring cells are then combined
and normalized to form features invariant to local contrast
Fig. 8. Three aspects of our feature extraction process. An
extended neig borhoo of points around the path centerline
C(s) is defin d as the envelope of cross-sectional circles
shown in black. This neighborhood is divided into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, green and red tubes (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created for each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bin
according to the angle between the normal N(x) and the
image gradient rI(x) at that point.
changes. Finally, these features are fed into a classifier to
detect objects of interest. We adapt this strategy for tubular
paths by defining Histogram of Gradient Deviation (HGD)
descriptors as follows.
Given a tubular path  (s) such as the one depicted by
Fig. 8, with s being the curvilinear abscissa, let C(s) be the
centerline and r(s) the corresponding radius mappings. We
partition the path into equal-length overlapping segments
 i(s) and, for each, we compute histograms of angles
between image gradients rI(x) and normal vectors N(x)
obtained from the points x 2  i(s) within the tubular
segment. To ensure that all the gradient information sur-
rounding the path s captured, we enlarge the segments by
a marginm(s) =  ⇤r(s) kokomo proportional to the radius
values. A fixed size margin is not preferred to avoid biased
interference of background gradients for thin paths.
Furthermore, to obtain a description of paths’ cross-
sectional appearance p ofile, we split its tubular segments
into R equally spaced radius intervals as shown in Fig. 8
and create two histograms for each such interval. While the
fi st h stogram captures the strength of the gradient field
inside an interval, the second one captures its symmetry
about the segment centerline.
Given a point x 2 i(s), let C(sx) be the closest
centerline point, and N(x) be the normal ray vector from
C sx) to x, as illustrated by Fig. 8. Each such point
contributes a vote to a bin of the gradient-strength and




angle(rI(x),N(x)) , if kx  C(sx)k > "
angle(rI(x),⇧(x)) , otherwise, (29)
where ⇧(x) is the cross-sectional plane, which we use
to compu e the deviation angle i the sp cial case when
x belongs to the centerline and the normal ray vector
is not defined. The votes are weighted by krI(x)k and
<  rI(x),rI(C(sx) N(x)) > for the gradient-strength
and gradient-symmetry histograms respectively.
We compute the radius interval and the
angular bin indices for a point x respectively as
min(R   1, bRkN(x)k/(r(sx) + m(sx))c) and
min(B   1, bB (x)/⇡c), where B is the number of
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Fig. 7. Path clas ification vs Integration in portion of mi-
croscopy stacks from the DIADEM data [2]. (Top) Scoring
paths by sum ing tubularity values of Section 4.1 results in,
from left o right, shortcuts, spurious branches, and mis ing
branches. (Bottom) Our clas ification ap roach to scoring
paths yields the right answer in all thre cases.
Fig. 6. Tubular graph
of Fig. 3(c) with edge
weights computed by
integrating t bularity
values along the paths
i stead of usi g our
path clas ification
ap roach. We use the
same col r scheme




In this section, we propose a
path-clas ification ap roach to
computing the probability esti-
mates that we found to be more
reliable. More specifically, given
a tubular path computed as dis-
cus ed in Section 4.1, we break
it down into several segments
and compute one feature vector
for each based on gradient his-
tograms. We then use an em-
bed ing ap roach [57] to com-
pute fixed-size descriptors from
the potentially arbitrary number
of feature vectors we obtain. Fi-
nally, we fe d these descriptors to
a clas ifier and tu n its output into
a probabil ty estimate.
As shown in the bottom row
of Fig. 7, this ap roach penal-
izes paths that mostly follow
the tre structure but cros the
background. Thus, it discourages
shortcuts and spurious bran hes,
which the integr tion ap roach along the path fails to do.
In the remainder of this section, we describe our path
features, embed ing sch me, and training data coll ction
mechanism in more details.
5.1 Histogram of Gradient Deviation Descriptors
Gradient orientation histograms have be n suc es fully
ap lied to det cting objects in images and recognizing
actions in videos [58], [59], [57]. In a typical setup, the
i age is first divided into a grid of fixed-size blocks, called
cells, and then for each cell, a 1-D histogram of orientated
gradients (HOG) is formed from the pixel votes within
it. Histogr ms from neighboring cells are then combined
and normalized to form features invariant to local contrast
Fig. 8. Three aspects of our feature extracti r .
extended neighborhoo of points around th t t rli
C(s) s defined as the envelope of cross-s ti l ir l
shown in black. This neighborhood is divid i t r i
intervals highlighted by the yel o , green an r t (
R = 3) and a histogram is created for eac i t r l.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to l r i
ac ording to the angle between the nor l ( ) t
image gradient rI(x) at that point.
changes. Final y, these features are fed int a l ifi t
d tect objects of interest. adapt t is strate f r t l
paths by defining Histogra of radient evi ti (
descriptors as fol ows.
Given a tubular path  (s) such as the e i t
Fig. 8, with s being the curvilinear abscissa, let ( t
centerline and r(s) the cor esponding radi s i .
partition the path into equal-length overla i t
 i(s) and, for each, we co pute histo ra s f l
betwe n image gradients I(x) and nor al t r
obtained from the points x  i(s) it i t t l
segment. To en ure that al the gradient i f r ti
rounding the path is captured, e enlarg t e s t
a marginm(s) =  ⇤r(s) koko o proporti al t t r i
values. A fixed size margin is not preferre t i i
interference of background gradients for t i t .
Furthermore, to obtain a description f t ’
sectional appearance profile, e split its t l r t
into R equal y spaced radius intervals as s i i .
and create two histogra s for each such inter l. il t
first histogram captu es the strength of t e r i t fi l
inside an interval, the second one captures its t
about the segment centerline.
Given a point x 2  i(s), let C(sx) e t l
centerline point, and (x) be the nor al r y t
C(sx) to x, as il ustrated by Fig. 8. ac s i
contributes a vote to a bin of the gradie t-str t
gradient-symmetry histogra s. The bin is et r i
the fol owing equation:
 (x)=
⇢
angle(rI(x), (x)) , if kx C(sx)
angle(rI(x), (x)) , other ise, (
where ⇧(x) is the cross-sectional plane, i
to compute the deviation angl in the special
x belongs to the centerline and the nor al r t
is not defined. The votes are eighted (
<  rI(x),rI(C(sx)  (x)) for the r i t- t t
and gradient-symmetry histogra s respecti el .
We compute the radius inter al t
angular bin indices for a point res ti l
min(R   1, bRk (x)k/(r(sx) ( ))
min(B   1, bB (x)/⇡c), here is t e
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ig. 7. Path classification vs Integration in portion of mi-
croscopy stacks fro the DIADEM dat [2]. (Top) Scoring
paths by su ing tubularity values of Section 4.1 results in,
fro left to right, shortcuts, spurious branches, and mis ing
branches. (Bot o ) Our classification approach to scoring
paths yields the right answer in all three cases.
ig. 6. Tub lar graph
of Fig. 3(c) with edge
eights co puted by
integrating tubularity
values along the paths
i stead of using our
path classification
approach. e use the
sa e col r sche e
as in Fig. 3(d) to
de onstrate how
uch less infor ative
thes eights are.
In this section, we propose a
path-clas ification approach to
computing the probability esti-
ates that we found to be more
reliable. ore specifical y, given
a tubular path computed as dis-
cus ed in Section 4.1, we break
it down into several segments
and compute one feature vecto
for each based on gradient his-
tograms. e then use an em-
bedding appro ch [57] to c m-
pute fixed-size descriptors from
the potential y arbitra y number
of eature vectors we obtain. Fi-
nal y, we feed thes descriptors to
a clas ifier and turn its output into
a probability estimate.
As hown in the bot om row
of Fig. 7, this approach penal-
izes paths that mostly fol ow
the tree structure but cros the
background. Thus, it discourages
shortcuts and spurious branches,
hich the integration approach along the path fails to do.
In the re ainder of this ction, we describe our path
features, e bedding sche e, and train g d t col ection
echanis in ore details.
5.1 istogra of radient Deviation Descriptors
radient orienta ion histograms have been suc es ful y
applied to det cting objects in images and recogniz ng
actions in videos [58], [59], [57]. In a typical setup, the
image is first div de into a grid of fixed-size blocks, cal ed
cel s, and then for each cel , a 1-D histogram of orienta ed
gradients ( ) is for ed from the pixel votes within
it. istogr s fro neighboring cel s are then combined
and nor alized to for features invariant to local contrast
Fig. 8. Thre aspects of our feature extraction proces . An
exte ded neighborho d of points around the path centerline
C(s) s defined as the envelope of cros -sectional circles
shown in black. This neighborho d is div ded into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, gre n and red tubes (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created for each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bin
ac ording to the angle betwe n the normal N(x) and the
image gradient rI(x) at that point.
changes. Final y, these features are fed into a classifier to
det ct objects of inter st. We adapt his trategy for tubular
paths by defini g Histogram of Gradient Deviation (HGD)
descriptors as fol ows.
Given a tubular path  (s) such as the one depicted by
Fig. 8, with s being the curvil near abscis a, let C(s) be the
centerline and r(s) the cor esponding radius map ings. We
partition the path into equal- ength overlap ing segments
 i(s) and, for each, we compute histograms of angles
betwe n image gradients rI(x) and normal vectors N(x)
obtained from the points x 2  i(s) within the tubular
segment. To ensure that all the gradient information sur-
rounding the path i captu ed, we enla ge the segments by
a marginm(s) =  ⇤r(s) kokomo proportional to the radius
values. A fixed size margin is not prefer ed to avoid biased
interfer nce of background gradients for thin paths.
Furthermore, to obtain a description of paths’ cross-
sectional ap ear nce profile, we split its tubular segments
into R equal y spaced radius intervals as shown in Fig. 8
and create two histograms for each such interval. While the
first histogram captures the strength of the gradient field
inside an interval, the second one captures its sym etry
about he segment centerline.
Given point x 2  i(s), let C(sx) be the closest
centerline point, and N(x) be the normal ray vector from
C(sx) to x, as il ustrated by Fig. 8. Each such point
contributes a vote to a bin of the gradient-strength and
gradient-sym try istograms. The bin i det rmined by
the fol owing equation:
 (x)=
⇢
angle(rI(x),N(x) , if kx  C(sx)k > "
angle(rI(x),⇧(x) , otherwise, (29)
wher ⇧(x) is the cros - ectional plane, which we use
to compute the deviation angle in the special case when
x belongs to the centerline and the normal ray vector
is not defined. The votes are weighted by krI(x)k andp
<  rI(x),rI(C(sx) N(x) > for the gradient-strength
and gradient-sym etry histograms respectively.
We compute the radius interval and the
angular bin indices for a point x respectively as
min(R   1, bRkN(x)k/(r(sx) + m(sx) c) and
min(B   1, bB (x)/⇡c), where B is the number of
Fig. 5. Three a pects of ou feature extraction process. An
extended neighborhood of p ints r und the p centerlin
C(s) is d fined as the envelope f cr ss-sectional circles
shown in black. T is neighbor ood i divided into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, green and red tub s (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created fo each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bi
according to the angle between the normal N(x) and the
image grad nt ∇I(x) t that point.
and normaliz to f rm fe tur s i variant to l cal contrast
ch nges. Finally, these featur s are fed into cl ssifier o
detect objects of interest. We adapt t is strategy for tubular
paths by defining Histog am of Gradient Deviation (HGD)
descriptors as follows.
Given a tubular path γ(s) such as the one depicted by
Fig. 5, with s being the curvilinear abscissa, let C(s) be the
centerline and r(s) the corresponding radius mappings. We
partition the path into equal-length overlapping segments
γi(s) and, for each, we compute histograms of angles
between image gradients ∇I(x) and normal vectors N(x)
obtained from the points x ∈ γi(s) within the tubular
segment. To ensure that all the gradient information sur-
rounding the path is captured, we enlarge the segments
by a margin m(s) = β ∗ r(s) proportional to the radius
values. A fixed size margin is not preferred to avoid biased
interference of background gradients for thin paths.
Furthermore, to obtain a description of paths’ cross-
sectional appearance profile, we split its tubular segments
into R equally spaced radius intervals as shown in Fig. 5
and create two histograms for each such interval. While the
first histogram captures the strength of the gradient field
inside an interval, the second one captures its symmetry
about the segment centerline.
Given a point x ∈ γi(s), let C(sx) be the closest
centerline point, and N(x) be the normal ray vector from
C(sx) to x, as illustrated by Fig. 5. Each such point
contributes a vote to a bin of the gradient-strength and




angle(∇I(x),N(x)) , if ‖x− C(sx)‖ > ε
angle(∇I(x),Π(x)) , otherwise, (2)
where Π(x) is the cross-sectional plane, which we use
to compute the deviation angle in the special case when
x belongs to the centerline and the normal ray vector
is not defined. The votes are weighted by ‖∇I(x)‖ and√
< −∇I(x),∇I(C(sx)−N(x)) > for the gradient-strength
and gradient-symmetry histograms respectively.
We compute the radius interval and the
angular bin indices for a point x respectively as
min(R − 1, bR‖N(x)‖/(r(sx) + m(sx))c) and


























































Fig. 8. Flowchart of our approach to path classification and training data collection. During training, positive examples are
randomly selected from the ground truth tracings, while negative paths are selected from the tubular graphs such that they
sufficiently overlap with the background. At detection time, we run the classifier on pairs of consecutive edges and assign
them probabilistic weights.
Fig. 9. Three aspects of our feature extraction process. An
extended neighborhood of points around the path centerline
C(s) is defined as the envelope of cross-sectional circles
shown in black. This neighborhood is divided into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, green and red tubes (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created for each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bin
according to the angle between the normal N(x) and the
image gradient rI(x) at that point.
5.2 Embedding
The above procedure produces an arbitrary number of HGD
descriptors per path. To derive from them a fixed-size
descriptor, we first use a Bag-of-Words (BoW) approach
to compactly represent their feature space. The words of
the BoW model are generated by randomly sampling a
predefined number of descriptors from the training data.
For a given path of arbitrary length, we then compute
an embedding of the path’s HGD descriptors into the
codewords of the model. Adapting the sequence embedding
approach of [58], we find the minimum Euclidean distance
from the path’s descriptors to each word in the model. This
yields a feature vector of minimal distances that has the
same length as the number of elements in the BoW model.
To account for geometry and characterize paths that share
a common section, such as the one shown in Fig. 4(a),
we incorporate into these descriptors the maximum cur-
vature along the centerline curve C. It is computed as
argmaxkT0(s))k, where T(s) is the unit tangent vector.
5.3 Collecting Training Data
Given a set of training images {Ii}, the associated ground
truth tracings {Hi} annotated manually and tubular graphs
{Gi} obtained using the method of Section 4.1, we sample
an equal number of positive and negative paths from each
pair {Hi, Gi}. We obtain positive examples by randomly
sampling them from the ground truthHi. To obtain negative
examples, we first randomly select paths from the tubular
graph Gi and attempt to find matching paths in the ground
truth. For a given path ph, this is done by finding the two
centerline points in {Gi} that are closest to the start and end
points of ph. We then extract the shortest (in the Euclidean
sense) directed path pg connecting these points in Hi. Note
that, if Hi is a tree, such a path is unique, if it exist.
Let lh and lg denote the centerline length of ph and pg
respectively. The path ph is considered as a true negative
if it satisfies at least one of the following criteria:
1) The length of ph’s (or pg’s) largest centerline section
that is outside the volume pg (ph’s) is larger than a
threshold, taken to be the minimum image spacing in
our experiments.
2) The ratio min(lh, lg)/max(lh, lg) is smaller than a
threshold. This is to detect if ph is meandering too
much inside pg . We used 0.75 for the ratio threshold.
3) Intersection of ph and pg over their union is smaller
than a threshold, taken to be 0.5 in our experiments.
We label those negatives that partially overlap with the
matching paths as hard-to-classify examples, and those that
don’t overlap as easy-to-classify ones. In our experiments,
hard-to-classify examples constitute 99 percent of the neg-
ative examples.
Finally, path lengths are randomly chosen from a length
distribution learnt from graphs in the training dataset. This
is achieved by first labeling consecutive edge pairs in the
graphs as positive or negative using the above procedure
and then constructing two separate distributions, one for
each class, using the assigned labels.
6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we first describe details of the feature
extraction and parameter selection steps. We then briefly
describe several procedures to reduce the size of the QMIP
problem instances prior to optimization.
6.1 Feature Extraction
The HGD descriptors introduced in Section 5.1 are com-
puted for a group of overlapping segments on a path. To




























Fig. 8. Flowchart of our approach to path classification and training data collection. During training, positive examples are
randomly selected from the ground truth tracings, while negative p ths are selected from the tubular graphs such that they
sufficiently overlap with the background. At detection time, we run the classifier on pairs of consecutive edges and assign
them probabilistic weights.
Fig. 9. Three aspects of our fe ture extraction process. An
extended neighborhood of points around the path centerline
C(s) is defined as the envelope of cross-sectional circles
shown in black. This neighborhood is divided into R radius
intervals highlighted by the yellow, green and red tubes (here
R = 3) and a histogram is created for each such interval.
A point x contributes a weighted vote to an angular bin
according to the angle between the normal N(x) and the
image gradient rI(x) at that point.
5.2 Embedding
The above procedure produces an rbitrary number of HGD
descriptors per path. To derive from them a fixed-size
descriptor, we first use a Bag-of-Words (BoW) approach
o compactly represent their feature space. The words of
the BoW model are generated by randomly sampling a
predefined number of descriptors from the training data.
For a giv n path of arbitrary length, we then compute
an embedding of the path’s HGD descriptors into the
codewords of the model. Adapting the sequence embedding
approach of [58], we find the minimum Euclidean distance
from the path’s descriptors to each word in the model. This
yields a feature vector of minimal distances that has the
same length as the number of elements in the BoW model.
To account for geometry and characterize paths that share
a common section, such as the one shown in Fig. 4(a),
we incorporate into these descriptors the maximum cur-
vature along the centerline curve C. It is computed as
argmaxkT0(s))k, where T(s) is the unit tangent vector.
5.3 Collectin Training Data
Given a set of training images {Ii}, the associated ground
truth tracings {Hi} annotated manually and tubular graphs
{Gi} obtained using the method of Section 4.1, we sample
an equal number of positive and negative paths from each
pair {Hi, Gi}. We obtain positive examples by randomly
sampling them from the ground truthHi. To obtain negative
examples, we first randomly select paths from the tubular
graph Gi and attempt to find matching paths in the ground
truth. For a given path ph, this is done by finding the two
centerline points in {Gi} that are closest to the start and end
points of ph. We then extract the shortest (in the Euclidean
sense) directed path pg connecting these points in Hi. Note
that, if Hi is a tree, such a path is unique, if it exist.
Let lh and lg denote the centerline length of ph and pg
respectively. The path ph is considered as a true negative
if it satisfies at least one of the following criteria:
1) The length of ph’s (or pg’s) largest centerline section
that is outside the volume pg (ph’s) is larger than a
threshold, taken to be the minimum image spacing in
our experiments.
2) The ratio min(lh, lg)/max(lh, lg) is smaller than a
threshold. This is to detect if ph is meandering too
much inside pg . We used 0.75 for the ratio threshold.
3) Intersection of ph and pg over their union is smaller
than a thr shold, taken to be 0.5 in our experiments.
We lab l those negatives that partially overlap with the
matching paths as hard-to-classify examples, and those that
don’t overlap as easy-to-classify ones. In our experiments,
ard-to-classify examples constitute 99 percent of the neg-
ative examples.
Finally, path lengths are randomly chosen from a length
distribution learnt from graphs in the training dataset. This
is achieved by first labeling consecutive edge pairs in the
graphs as positive or negative using the above procedure
and then constructing two separate distributions, one for
each class, using the assigned labels.
6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we first describe details of the feature
extraction and parameter selection steps. We then briefly
describe several procedures to reduce the size of the QMIP
problem instances prior to optimization.
6.1 Feature Extraction
The HGD descriptors introduced in Section 5.1 are com-
puted for a group of overlapping segments on a path. To
...
Fig. 6. Flowchart of our approach to extracting appe rance
features from tubular paths of rbitrary leng h.
min(B − 1, bBΨ(x)/pic), where B is the number of
histogram bins. For each segment, this produces R pairs
of histograms, each one corresponding to a radius interval.
Fin lly, w normal z each histogram by the number of
points that voted for it.
This yields a set of histogr ms for each segment, which
we combine into a single HGD descriptor.
5.2 Embedding
The above procedure produces an arbitrary number of HGD
descriptors per path. To derive a fixed-size descriptor from
them, we first use a Bag-of-Words (BoW) approach to
compactly represent their feature space. The words of the
BoW model are generated during training by randomly
sampling a predefined number of descriptors from the
training data. For a given path of arbitrary length, we
then compute an embedding of the path’s HGD descriptors
into the codewords of the model. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
computing the embedding amounts to finding the minimum
Euclidean distance from the descriptors to each word in
the model. The resulting feature vector of distances has the
same length as the number of elements in the BoW model.
To account for geometry and characterize paths that share
a common section, such as the one shown in Fig. 7(a), we
incorporate into these descriptors four geometry features,
the maximum curvature along the centerline curve C(s), its
tortuosity, and normalized length along the z and the scale
axes defined in Section 4. For a path of length L in world
coordinates and distance d between its start and end points,
these features are defined respectively as argmax‖T′(s)‖,
d/L, ∆z/L and ∆r/L, where ∆z and ∆r are the path
lengths along the image axial dimension z and the scale
dimension, and T(s) is the unit tangent vector depicted in
Fig. 5.
5.3 Training
Given a set of training images {Ii}, the associated ground
truth tracings {Hi} annotated manually and tubular graphs
{Gi} obtained using the method of Section 4, we sample
an equal number of positive and negative paths from each
pair {Hi, Gi}. To train the path classifier, we obtain positive
samples by simply sampling the ground truth delineations
{Hi} associated with our training images. We obtain nega-
tive samples by first randomly selecting candidate paths
from a tubular graph Gi, and then attempting to find
matching paths in the corres onding ground truth Hi. The
candidate paths are consid ed n ga ives i they satisfy
certain incompatibility conditions, such as having a small
overlap with their respective matching ones.
More specifically, given a randomly selected candidate
path pg f a graph Gi, we find its matching ph by first
finding the two centerline points in Hi that are closest t
the start and end points of pg in the world coordinates of
the image Ii and then extracting the shortest directed path
ph connecting these points in Hi.
Let l(p) denote the centerline length of a path p, and
lp1(p2) denote the length of p2’s longest segment that is
outside the volume en losed by 1. We consider pg as a
negative example if it satisfies at least one of the following
criteria:
1) max(lpg (ph), lph(pg)) is larger than a length thresh-
old tl, which is taken to be the minimum image
spacing in our experiments.
2) The ratio min(l(ph), l(pg))/max(l(ph), l(pg)) is
smaller than a threshold, which we set to 0.75. This
is to detect if pg is meandering too much with respect
to ph.
3) Volumetric intersection of ph and pg over their union
is smaller than a threshold, taken to be 0.5 in our
experiments.
We label those negatives that partially overlap with the
matching paths as hard-to-classify examples, and those that
do not overlap as easy-to-classify ones. In our experiments,
hard-to-classify examples constitute 99 percent of all the
negative examples.
We choose the path lengths randomly from a probability
distribution built from the consecutive edge pair lengths of
the graphs {Gi} in the training dataset. This is achieved by
first labeling the edge pairs as positive or negative using
the above procedure and then constructing two separate
distributions, one for each class, using the assigned labels.
Finally, at detection time, we run the path classifier on
consecutive edge pairs and assign to them the resulting
probabilities of belonging to the underlying curvilinear
networks. In practice, as we show in Appendix B, we found
a Gradient Boosted Decision Tree classifier to be better
suited for this learning task than SVM classifiers with linear
or RBF kernels, or random forest classifiers with oblique
or orthogonal splits. It is therefore the one we use in our
implementation.
6 FORMULATING THE INTEGER PROGRAM
Formally, the graph-building procedure of Section 4, yields
a graph G = (V,E), whose vertices V represent the seed
points and directed edges E = {eij | i ∈ V, j ∈ V }
geodesic tubular paths linking them. It is designed to be
an overcomplete representation of the underlying network
of tubular structures. In this section, we formulate the
finding of an optimal subgraph of curvilinear structures as
an integer program. We first constrain it to be a directed
tree and then relax this constraint.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Considering geometric relationships between edges
helps at junctions. (a) A closeup of the graph built by our algo-
rithm at a branching point. (b) Minimizing a sum of individual
path costs yields these overlapping paths. (c) Accounting for
edge pair geometry yields the correct connectivity.
6.1 Standard Formulation
Many earlier approaches to finding optimal subgraphs [39],
[7], [18], [8] can be understood as maximizing an a pos-
teriori probability given a tubularity image and optionally
a set of meta parameters that encode geometric relations
between vertices and edge pairs. For example, in [8], the










where T (G) denotes the set of all trees in G, tij is
a binary variable indicating the presence or absence of
eij in tree t. caij represents the cost of an edge, which
can be either negative or positive and is computed by
integrating pixelwise negative log-likelihood ratio values
along the path connecting the vertices, while cgijk encodes
the geometric compatibility of consecutive edges. As shown
in Fig. 7, these geometric terms are key to eliminating
edge sequences that backtrack or curve unnaturally. This
approach, however, has three severe shortcomings. First,
because the caij and c
g
ijk are computed independently, they
are not necessarily commensurate or consistent with each
other. As a consequence, careful weighting of the two terms
is required for optimal performance. Second, it disallows
cycles by preventing vertices from being shared by separate
branches, as is required for successful reconstruction cases
such as the one of Fig. 2. Finally, optimizing using a heuris-
tic algorithm [47] does not guarantee a global optimum.
Nevertheless, we will show in the results section that the
probabilities returned by the path classifier of Section 5 are
sufficiently discriminative to produce competitive results
using this kind of formulation. Furthermore, even better
ones can be obtained by explicitly addressing the issues
discussed above. We handle the first one by computing
probability estimates, not on single edges, but on edge pairs
so that both appearance and geometry can be accounted
for simultaneously. Given such estimates, we solve the re-
maining two problems by reformulating the reconstruction
problem not as the heuristic minimization of an energy such
as the one of Eq. 3 but as a solution of an IP that allows
loops while penalizing the formation of spurious junctions.
In the following, we first introduce our probabilistic model
and consider the simpler acyclic case. We then extend our
approach to networks that contain loops.
6.2 Probabilistic Model
Let F = {eijk = (eij , ejk)} be the set of pairs of
consecutive edges in G. By analogy to the binary variable
tij of Eq. 3, let tijk denote the presence or absence of eijk
in the curvilinear networks and Tijk be the corresponding
hidden variable. Let also t and T be the set of all tijk
and Tijk variables respectively. Given the graph G and the
image evidence I , we look for the optimal delineation t∗
as the solution of
t∗ = argmax
t∈Pc
P (T = t|I,G) ,
= argmax
t∈Pc
P (I,G|T = t)P (T = t) ,
= argmin
t∈Pc
− log(P (I,G|T = t))− log(P (T = t)), (4)
where we used the Bayes’ rule and assumed a uniform
distribution over the image I and the graph G. The binary
vector t belongs to the set Pc of binary vectors that define
feasible solutions. In the following, we present two different
ways of defining Pc and the two likelihood terms of Eq. 4.
6.3 Tree Reconstruction
In this section, we take Pc to be the set of all directed
trees T (G) of G, and use a uniform prior, which amounts
to assuming that all tree shapes are equally likely. We
therefore drop the prior term log(P (T = t)) from Eq. 4.
Furthermore, we assume conditional independence of im-
age evidence along the edge pairs {eijk}, given that we
know whether or not they belong to the tree structure. We
therefore represent the likelihood term P (I,G|T = t) as
a product of individual edge pair likelihoods. As shown in







P (Tijk = 1|Iijk, eijk)








where Iijk represents image data around the tubular
path corresponding to eijk. The probability P (Tijk =
1|Iijk, eijk) denotes the likelihood of edge pair eijk be-
longing to the tree structure, which we compute based on
global appearance and geometry of the paths as described
in Section 5. The cijk variables represent the probabilistic
likelihood ratios we assign to the edge pairs. As discussed
in Section 2, we found this more effective at distinguishing
legitimate paths from spurious ones than more standard
methods, such as those that integrate a tubularity measure
along the path. In the following, we show that optimiz-
ing the objective function of Eq. 6 with respect to the
constraints t ∈ T (G) amounts to solving a minimum
arborescence problem [48] with a quadratic cost.
By decomposing the indicator variable tijk introduced
above as the product of the two variables tij and tjk, the






cijk tij tjk (7)
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However, not all choices of binary values for the indicator
variables give rise to a plausible delineation. The above
minimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t ∈ T (G) to ensure that the solution is a
connected tree. We define these constraints by adapting the
network flow formulation presented in [48], which provides
a compact system with a polynomial number of variables
and constraints. Assuming that the root vertex r ∈ V of the
optimal tree is given, we express these constraints as∑
j∈V \{r}
ylrj ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ V \ {r}, (8)∑
j∈V \{l}







∀l ∈ V \ {r},
∀i ∈ V \ {r, l}, (10)
ylij ≤ tij , ∀eij ∈ E, l ∈ V \ {r, i, j}, (11)
ylil = til, ∀eil ∈ E, (12)
ylij ≥ 0, ∀eij ∈ E, l ∈ V \ {r, i}, (13)
tij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀eij ∈ E, (14)
where the ylij are auxiliary continuous variables that denote
the flow from the root vertex to all others. More specifically,
ylij indicates whether the unique directed path from the root
r to vertex l traverses the edge eij . If the optimal tree t∗
does not contain l and hence such a path does not exist,
then ylij = 0. The first two constraints ensure that there
can be at most one path in t∗ from the root to each vertex
in the graph. The third one enforces conservation of flow
at intermediate vertices i ∈ V . The remaining constraints
guarantee that t∗ includes a path from the root to the vertex
l passing through edge eil if t∗ contains eil.
Some of our images contain several disconnected curvi-
linear structures. To avoid having to process them se-
quentially in a greedy manner, which may result in some
branches being “stolen” by the first structure we reconstruct
and therefore a suboptimal solution, we connect them all.
Assuming we are given a set Vr ⊂ V of root vertices,
one for each underlying curvilinear structure of interest,
we create a virtual vertex v and connect it to each r ∈ Vr
by zero cost edge pairs containing all other vertices to
which r is connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected
structures at once, we therefore replace r in the constraints
of Eqs. 8-13 with v and add the following constraints to
the problem
tvr = 1, ∀evr ∈ E : r ∈ Vr , (15)
which ensures that all the root vertices will be in the
solution.
6.4 Loopy Reconstruction
As discussed above, allowing branches to cross produces
cyclic graphs. However, in some cases, such as when
delineating the neural structures of the brightfield and
brainbow images of Fig. 1, we know that the underlying
structure truly is a tree whose topology we will eventually
want to recover. This means that we need to be able
to distinguish one branch from the other. One approach
would be to first recover the subgraph defined by the active
edges and then attempt to assess its topology. However,
to consistently enforce geometric constraints on branches
even at junctions, we do both simultaneously by reasoning
in terms of whether consecutive pairs of edges belong to
the final delineation or not.
Fig. 8(a) depicts this approach in a specific case. Sim-
ilarly, consider the vertices labeled i,j,k,l, and m in the
graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of Fig. 2(d), edge
pairs eijk and emjl are both active and vertex j belongs to
both branches.
In practice, we seek to minimize the sum of the two
negative log-likelihood terms of Eq. 4 as before but modify
them to penalize the formation of spurious junctions. In
the following, we first describe these two components and
then introduce the constraints that allow graph vertices to
be shared among separate branches.
6.4.1 Image and Geometry Likelihood Term
Assuming conditional independence of the image evidence
given the true values of the random variables Tijk, the first
term of Eq. 4 can be rewritten as
− log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
∑
eijk∈F
(cijk + wijk) tijk, (16)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 6 and wijk is a
learned compatibility function of edges eij and ejk.
To see this, let us consider two sets Y and Z of auxiliary
random variables denoting respectively the presence of
edges in the optimal solution and compatibility of con-
secutive edge pairs. More specifically, let Y = {Yjk} be
the vector of binary random variables indicating whether
edges {ejk} truly belong to the underlying curvilinear
structures, and y = {yjk} denote their realizations. As will
be discussed in Section 6.4.3, we do not allow edges to have
more than one active incoming edge pair in the solution.
Hence, we have yjk =
∑
eij∈E tijk ≤ 1. As a result, for
each edge ejk in the solution, there can be at most one
parent edge eij such that tijk = 1.
Let also Zjk be the random variable standing for the
parent of ejk and Z be the vector of all such variables. That
is, Zjk can take values from the set {eij | eij ∈ E\{ekj}}.
There is a one-to-one deterministic relation between T and
(Y,Z), which we write as
Tijk = Yjk 1(Zjk = eij), ∀eijk ∈ F (17)
where 1(.) is an indicator function. We express the first
term of Eq. 4 in terms of Y and Z as












[P (Zjk=zjk|Yjk=1, Ijk, Ejk)P (Yjk=1|Ijk, Ejk)]yjk ×
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likelihood ratios we assign to the edge pairs. As discussed
in the Section 2, we have found this more effective at
distinguishing legitimate paths from spurious ones than
more standard methods, such as those that integrate a
tubularity measure along the path. In the following, we
show that optimizing the objective function of Eq. 5 with
respect to the constraints t 2 T (G) amounts to solving a
minimum arborescence problem [55] with a quadratic cost.
By decomposing the indicator variable tijk introduced
above as the product of the two variables tij and tjk, the
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However, not all choices of binary values for the indicator
variables give rise to a plausible delineation. The above
minimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t 2 T (G) to ensure that the solution is a
connected tree. We define these constraints by adapting the
network flow formulation presented in [55], which provides
a compact system with a polynomial number of variables
and constraints. Assuming that the root vertex vr of the
optimal tree is given, we express these constraints asX
vj2V \{vr}
ylrj  1, 8vl 2 V \ {vr}, (7)X
vj2V \{vl}







8vl 2 V \ {vr},
8vi 2 V \ {vr, vl}, (9)
ylij  tij , 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi, vj}, (10)
ylil = til, 8eil 2 E, (11)
ylij   0, 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi}, (12)
tij 2 {0, 1}, 8eij 2 E, (13)
where the ylij are auxiliary continuous variables that denote
the flow from the root vertex to all others. More specifically,
ylij indicates whether the unique directed path from the root
vr to vertex vl traverses the edge eij . If the optimal tree
t⇤ does not contain vl and hence such a path does not
exist, then ylij = 0. The first two constraints ensure that
there can be at most one path in t⇤ from the root to each
vertex in the graph. The third one enforces conservation of
flow at intermediate vertices vl. The remaining constraints
guarantee that t⇤ includes a path from the root to the vertex
vl passing through edge eil if t⇤ contains eil.
Some of our images contain several disconnected curvi-
linear structures. To avoid having to process them se-
quentially in a greedy manner, which may result in some
branches being “stolen” by the first structure we reconstruct
and therefore a suboptimal solution, we connect them all.
Assuming we are given a set R of root vertices, one for
each underlying curvilinear network of interest, we create
a virtual vertex vv and connect it to each vr 2 R by zero
cost edge pairs containing all other vertices to which vr is
connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected structures
at once, we therefore replace vr in the constraints of Eqs. 7-
12 with vv and add the following constraints to the problem
tvr = 1, 8evr 2 E : vr 2 R. (14)
which ensures that all the root vertices will be in the
solution.
Fig. 5. A loopy graph with a root vertex r (in red). Allowing
vertex c (in green) to be used by the two different branches
(denoted by blue and yellow arrows) produces a loopy so-
lution instead of a tree. However, describing the crossing in
terms of edge pairs {i, c, j} and {k, c, l} being active and all
other edge pairs containing c, such as {k, c, j}, being inactive
makes it possible to eventually recover the tree topology.
4.5 Loopy Reconstruction
As discussed previously, allowing branches to cross pro-
duces cyclic graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 5.
However, in some cases, such as when delineating the
neural structures of the brightfield and brainbow images
shown in Fig. 1, we know that the underlying structure
truly is a tree whose topology we will eventually want to
recover. In the case of Fig. 5, this means that we need
to be able to distinguish one branch from the other. One
approach would be to first recover the subgraph defined by
the active edges and then attempt to assess its topology.
However, to consistently enforce geometric constraints on
branches even at junctions, we do both simultaneously by
reasoning in terms of whether consecutive pairs of edges
belong to the final delineation or not.
For example, in the case of Fig. 5, edge pairs (eic, ecj)
and (ekc, ecl) should belong but neither (eic, ecl) nor
(ekc, ecj). Similarly, consider the vertices labeled i,j,k,l,
and m in the graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of
Fig. 2(d), edge pairs (eij , ejk) and (emj , ejl) are both active
and vertex j belongs to both branches.
In the following, we first describe our cost function that
penalizes the formation of spurious junctions, and then
introduce the constraints that allow graph vertices to be
shared among separate branches.
4.5.1 Cost Function
We seek to minimize the sum of the two negative log-
likelihood terms of Eq 3. In this section, we take the
first one as an image data and path geometry likelihood
term, and the second one as a junction prior that penalizes
unwarranted bifurcations or terminations.
As we show in Appendix C, assuming conditional inde-
pendence of the image evidence given the true values of
the random variables Tijk, the first term can be rewritten
as
  log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
X
eijk2F
cijk wijk tijk, (15)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 5 and wijk is
a learned compatibility function of edge pairs eij and ejk.
We model the second likelihood term of Eq 3 as a Bayesian
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likelihood r tios we assign to the edge pairs. As discussed
in the Section 2, we have found this mor effective at
distinguishing legitimate paths fr m spurious ones than
more standard methods, such as those th t integrate a
tubularity measure along the path. In the following, we
show that optimizing the objective function of Eq. 5 with
respect to the constraints t   T (G) amounts to solving a
minimum arborescence problem [55] with a quadratic cost.
By decomposing the indicator variable tijk introduced
above as the product of the two variables tij and tjk, the
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However, not all choices of binary values for the indicator
variables give rise to a plausible delineation. The above
minimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t   T (G) to ensure that the solution is a
connected tree. We define these constraints by adapting the
network flow formulation presented in [55], which provides
a compact system with a polynomial number of variables
and constraints. Assuming that the root vertex vr of the
optimal tree is given, we express these constraints asX
vj2V \{vr}
ylrj  1, 8vl 2 V \ {vr}, (7)X
vj2V \{vl}







8vl 2 V \ {vr},
8vi 2 V \ {vr, vl}, (9)
ylij  tij , 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi, vj}, (10)
ylil = til, 8eil 2 E, (11)
ylij   0, 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi}, (12)
tij 2 {0, 1}, 8eij 2 E, (13)
where theylij areauxiliary continuousvariables that denote
theflow from theroot vertex to all others. Morespecifically,
ylij indicateswhether theuniquedirected path from the root
vr to vertex vl traverses the edge eij . If the optimal tree
t ⇤ does not contain vl and hence such a path does not
exist, then ylij = 0. The first two constraints ensure that
there can be at most one path in t ⇤ from the root to each
vertex in the graph. The third one enforces conservation of
flow at intermediate vertices vl. The remaining constraints
guarantee that t ⇤ includesapath from the root to the vertex
vl passing through edge eil if t ⇤ contains eil.
S me of our images contain everal disconnected curvi-
linear structures. To avoid having to process them se-
quentially in a greedy manner, which may result in some
branchesbeing “stolen” by t efirst str cturewe r construct
and therefore a suboptimal sol tion, w connect them all.
Assuming we are given a set R of root vertices, one for
each underlyi g curvilinear network of inter st, we create
a virtual vertex vv and connect it to each vr   R by zero
cost edge pairs co taining all other vertices to which vr is
connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected structures
at onc , we herefore replacevr i theconstraintsof Eqs. 7-
12with vv and add the following constraints to theproblem
tvr = 1, 8evr 2 E : vr 2 R. (14)
which ensures that all the root vertices will be in the
solution.
Fig. 5. A loopy graph with a root vertex r (in red). Allowing
vertex c (in green) to be used by the two different branches
(denoted by blue and yellow arrows) produces a loopy so-
lution instead of a tree. However, describing the crossing in
terms of edge pairs {i, c, j} and {k, c, l} being active and all
other edge pairs containing c, such as {k, c, j}, being inactive
makes it possible to eventually recover the tree topology.
4.5 Loopy Reconstruction
As discussed previously, allowing branches to cross pro-
duces cyclic graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 5.
However, in some cases, such as when delineating the
neural structures of the brightfield and brainbow images
shown in Fig. 1, we know that the underlying structure
truly is a tree whose topology we will eventually want to
recover. In the case of Fig. 5, this means that we need
to be able to distinguish one branch from the other. One
approach would be to first recover the subgraph defined by
the active edges and then attempt to assess its topology.
However, to consistently enforce geometric constraints on
branches even at junctions, we do both simultaneously by
reasoning in terms of whether consecutive pairs of edges
belong to the final delineation or not.
For example, in the case of Fig. 5, edge pairs (eic, ecj)
and (ekc, ecl) should belong but neither (eic, ecl) nor
(ekc, ecj). Similarly, consider the vertices labeled i,j,k,l,
and m in the graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of
Fig. 2(d), edgepairs (eij , ejk) and (emj , ejl) areboth active
and vertex j belongs to both branches.
In the following, we first describe our cost function that
penalizes the formation of spurious junctions, and then
introduce the constraints that allow graph vertices to be
shared among separate branches.
4.5.1 Cost Function
We seek to minimize the sum of the two negative log-
likelihood terms of Eq 3. In this section, we take the
first one as an image data and path geometry likelihood
term, and the second one as a junction prior that penalizes
unwarranted bifurcations or terminations.
As we sh w in Appendix C, assuming conditional inde-
pendence of the image evide ce given the true values of
the rando variabl s Tijk, the first term can be rewritten
as
  log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
X
eijk2F
cijk wijk tijk, (15)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 5 and wijk is
a learned compatibility function of edge pairs eij and ejk.
Wemodel the second likelihood term of Eq 3 asaBayesian
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likelihood ratios we assign to the edge pairs. As discussed
in the Section 2, we have found this more effective at
distinguishing legitimate paths from spurious ones than
more standard methods, such as those that integrate a
tubularity measure along the path. In the following, we
show that optimizing the objective function of Eq. 5 with
respect to the constraints t 2 T (G) amounts to solving a
minimum arborescence problem [55] with a quadratic cost.
By decomposing the indicator variable tijk introduced
above as the product of the two variables tij and tjk, the
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However, not all choices of binary values for the indicator
variables give rise to a plausible delineation. The above
inimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t 2 T (G) to ensure that the solution is a
connected tree. We define these constraints by adapting the
network flow formulation presented in [55], which provides
a compact system with a polynomial number of variables
and constraints. Assuming that the root vertex vr of the
optimal tree is given, we express these constraints asX
vj2V \{vr}
ylrj  1, 8vl 2 V \ {vr}, (7)X
vj2V \{vl}







8vl 2 V \ {vr},
8vi 2 V \ {vr, vl}, (9)
ylij  tij , 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi, vj}, (10)
ylil = til, 8eil 2 E, (11)
ylij   0, 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi}, (12)
tij 2 {0, 1}, 8eij 2 E, (13)
where the ylij are auxiliary continuous variables that d note
the flow from the root vertex t all others. More specifically,
ylij indicates whe r the niqu directed path from the root
vr to vertex vl travers s the edge eij . If the optimal tree
t⇤ does not contain vl and hence such a path does not
exist, then ylij = 0. The first two constraint ensure that
there can be at most one path in t⇤ from the r ot to each
vertex in the graph. The third one enforces conservation of
flow at intermediate vertices vl. The remaining constraints
guarantee that t⇤ includes a path from the root to the vertex
vl passing through edge eil if t⇤ contains eil.
Some of our images contain several disconnected curvi-
linear structures. To avoid having to process them se-
quentially in a greedy manner, which may result in some
branches being “stolen” by the first structure we reconstruct
and therefore a suboptimal solution, we connect them all.
Assuming we are given a set R of root vertices, one for
each underlying curvilinear network of interest, we create
a virtual vertex vv and connect it to each vr 2 R by zero
cost edge pairs containing all other vertices to which vr is
connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected structures
at once, we therefore replace vr in the constraints of Eqs. 7-
12 with vv and add the following constraints to the problem
tvr = 1, 8evr 2 E : vr 2 R. (14)
which ensures that all the root vertices will be in the
solution.
Fig. 5. A loopy graph with a root vertex r (in red). Allowing
vertex c (in green) to be used by the two different branches
(denoted by blue and yellow arrows) produces a loopy so-
lution instead of a tree. However, describing the crossing in
terms of edge pairs {i, c, j} and {k, c, l} being active and all
other edge pairs containing c, such as {k, c, j}, being inactive
makes it possible to eventually recover the tree topology.
4.5 Loopy Reconstruction
As discussed previously, allowing branches to cross pro-
duces cyclic graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 5.
However, in some cases, such as when delineating the
neural structures of the brightfield and brainbow images
shown in Fig. 1, we know that the underlying structure
truly is a tree whose t pology e will eventually want to
r cover. In the case of Fig. 5, this means that we need
to e able to distinguish one branch from the other. One
approach would be to first r cov r the subgraph defined by
the active edges and then attempt to a se s its t pology.
However, to consistently enforce g ometric constraints on
branches even at junctions, we do both simultaneously by
reasoni g in terms of whether consecutive pairs of edges
belong to the final delineation r not.
For example, in the case of Fig. 5, edge pairs ( ic, ecj)
and ( kc, ecl) should belong but neith r ( ic, ecl) nor
( kc, ecj). Similarly, consider the v rtices abeled i,j,k,l,
and m in the graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of
Fig. 2( ), edge pairs ( ij , ejk) and (emj , ejl) are both active
and vertex j belongs to both branches.
In the following, we first describe our cost function that
penalizes the formation of sp rio s junctions, and then
introduc the constraints that allow graph v rtices to be
shared among separate branches.
4.5.1 Cost Function
We seek to inimize the sum of the two negative log-
likelihood terms of Eq 3. In this section, we take the
first one as an image data and path geometry likelihood
term, and the second one as a junction prior that penalizes
unwarranted bifurcations or terminations.
As we show in Appendix C, assuming conditional inde-
pendence of the image evidence given the true values of
the random variables Tijk, the first term can be rewritten
as
  log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
X
eijk2F
cijk wijk tijk, (15)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 5 and wijk is
a learned compatibility function of edge pairs eij and ejk.
We model the second likelihood term of Eq 3 as a Bayesian
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likelihood ratios we assign to the edge pairs. s discussed
in the Section 2, we have found this more effective at
distinguishing legitimate paths from spurious ones than
more standard methods, such as those that integrate a
tubularity measure along the path. In the following, we
show that opti izing the objective function of Eq. 5 with
respect to the constraints t 2 T (G) amounts to solving a
minimum arborescence problem [55] with a quadratic cost.
By decomposing the indicator variable tijk intr duced
above as the product of the two variables tij and tjk, the
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However, not all choices of binary values for the indicator
variables give rise to a plausible delin ation. The above
minimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t 2 T (G) t nsure that the solution is a
connected tr e. We define these constraints by dapting the
network flow formulation present d in [55], which provides
a compac sys em with a polynomial number of variables
and constraints. Assuming that the ro t vertex vr of the
optimal tree is given, we express these co straints asX
vj2V \{vr}
ylrj  1, 8vl 2 V \ {vr}, (7)X
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8vi 2 V \ {vr, vl}, (9)
ylij  tij , 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi, vj}, (10)
ylil = til, 8eil 2 E, (11)
ylij   0, 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi}, (12)
tij 2 {0, 1}, 8eij 2 E, (13)
where the ylij are auxiliary continuous variables that denote
the flow from the root vertex to all others. More specifically,
ylij indicates whether the unique directed path from the root
vr to vertex vl traverses the edge eij . If the optimal tree
t⇤ does not contain vl and hence such a path does not
exist, then ylij = 0. The first two constraints ensure that
there can be at most one path in t⇤ from the root to each
vertex in the graph. The third one enforces conservation of
flow at intermediate vertices vl. The remaining constraints
guarantee that t⇤ includes a path from the root to the vertex
vl passing through edge eil if t⇤ contains eil.
Some of ur imag s contain several disconnected curvi-
linear structu es. To avoid having to process them se-
quentially in a greedy manner, which may result in some
branches being “stolen” by the first structure we reconstruct
and therefore a suboptimal solution, we connect them all.
Assuming we are given a set R of root vertices, one for
each underlying curvilinear network of interest, we create
a virtual vertex vv and connect it to each vr 2 R by zero
cost edge pairs containing all other vertices to which vr is
connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected structures
at once, we therefore replace vr in the constraints of Eqs. 7-
12 with vv and add the following constraints to the problem
tvr = 1 8ev 2 E : vr 2 R. (14)
which ensures that all the root vert ces will be in the
solution.
Fig. 5. A loopy graph with a root vertex r (in red). Allowing
vertex c (in green) to be used by the two different branches
(denoted by blue and yellow arrows) produces a loopy so-
lution instead of a tree. However, describing the crossing in
terms of edge pairs {i, c, j} and {k, c, l} b ing active and all
other e ge pairs containing c, such as {k, c, j}, being in ctive
makes i possible to eventually recov r the tree topology.
4.5 Loopy Reconstruction
As discussed previously, allowing branches to cross pro-
duces cyclic graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 5.
However, in some cases, such as when delineating the
neural structures of the brightfield and brainbow images
shown in Fig. 1, we know that the underlying structure
truly is a tree whose topology we will eventually want to
recover. In the case of Fig. 5, this means that we need
to be able to distinguish one branch from the other. One
approach would be to first recover the subgraph defined by
the active edges and then attempt to assess its topology.
However, to consistently enforce geometric constraints on
branches even at junctions, we do both simultaneously by
reasoning in terms of whether consecutive pairs of edges
belong to the final delineation or not.
For example, in the case of Fig. 5, edge pairs (eic, ecj)
and (ekc, ecl) should belong but neither (eic, ecl) nor
(ekc, ecj). Similarly, consider the vertices labeled i,j,k,l,
and m in the graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of
Fig. 2(d), edge pairs (eij , ejk) and (emj , ejl) are both active
and vertex j belongs to both branches.
In the following, we first describe our cost function that
penalizes the formation of spurious junctions, and then
introduce the constraints that allo graph vertices to be
shared among separate branches.
4.5.1 Cost Function
We seek to minimize the sum of the two negative log-
likelihood terms of Eq 3. In this section, we take the
first one as an image data and path geometry likelihood
term, and the second one as a junction prior that penalizes
unwarranted bifurcations or terminations.
As we show i Appe dix C, ssuming conditional inde-
pendence of the imag evidence given the true values of
the random variables Tijk, the first term can be rewritten
as
  log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
X
eijk2F
cijk wijk tijk, (15)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 5 and wijk is
a learned compatibility function of edge pairs eij and ejk.
We model the second likelihood term of Eq 3 as a Bayesian
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likelihood ratios we assign to the edge pairs. As discussed
in the Section 2, we ave found this more effective at
distinguishing legitimate path fr m spurious ones than
more standard methods, such as those that integrate a
tubularity measure along the path. In the followin , we
s ow that opt mizing the objective fu ction of Eq. 5 with
respect to the constraints t 2 T (G) amounts to solving a
minimum arborescence problem [55] with a quadratic cost.
By decomposing the indicator variable tijk introduced
above as the product of the two variables tij and tjk, the






c jk tij tjk (6)
However, not all choic s f nary values for the indicator
variables give ris to a plausible delineation. The ab ve
m nimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t 2 T (G) to ensure that the solution is a
connected ree. We define these constraints by adapting the
network flow formulation presented in [55], which provides
a compact system with a polynomial numbe of variabl
and constraints. Assuming that the root vertex vr of the
optimal tree is given, we express these constraints asX
vj2V \{vr}
ylrj  1, 8vl 2 V \ {vr}, (7)X
j2V \{vl}







8vl 2 V \ {vr},
8vi 2 V \ {vr, vl}, (9)
ylij  tij , 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi, vj}, (10)
ylil = til, 8eil 2 E, (11)
ylij   0, 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi}, (12)
tij 2 {0, 1}, 8 ij 2 E, (13)
where the ylij a e auxiliary continuous variables that denote
the flow from the root vertex to all others. More specifically,
ylij indicates whether the unique directed path from the root
vr to vert x vl traverses the edge eij . If the optimal tree
t⇤ does not contain vl and h nce such a path does not
exist, then ylij = 0 he first two constraints ensure that
there can be at most one path in t⇤ from the root to each
vertex in the graph. The third one enforces conservation of
flow at intermedi te v rtices vl. The remaining constraints
guaran ee that t⇤ i cludes a path from the root to the vertex
vl passing thr ugh edge eil if t⇤ co tains eil.
Some of ur images contain several disconnected curvi-
linear structures. To avoid having to process t em -
quentially in a greedy manner, whic may result in some
branches being “stol n” by the first structure we reconstruct
and therefore a suboptimal solution, we connect them all.
Assuming we are given a set R of root vertices, one for
each underlying curvilinear network of interest, we create
a virtual vertex vv and connect it to each vr 2 R by zero
cost edge pairs containing all other vertices to which vr is
connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected structures
at once, we therefore replace vr in the constraints of Eqs. 7-
12 with vv and add the following constraints to the problem
tvr = 1, 8evr 2 E : vr 2 R. (14)
which ensures that all the root vertices will be in the
solution.
Fig. 5. A loopy graph with a r ot vertex r (in red). Allowing
vertex c (in green) to be used by the two different branches
(denoted by blue and yellow arrows) produces a loopy so-
luti n instead f a tr e. However, describing the crossing in
terms of edge pairs {i, c, j} and {k, c, l} being active and all
other edge pairs containing c, such as {k, c, j}, being inactive
makes it possible to eventually recover the tree topology.
4.5 Loopy Reconstructio
As discussed pr vious , allowing ranches to cross pro-
duces cyclic graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 5.
However, in so e cases, such as when delineating the
neural structures of the brightfield and brainbow images
shown in Fig. 1, we know that the underlying structure
tr ly is a tree whose topology we will eventually want to
recover. In e case of Fig. 5, this means that we need
to be able to distinguish one branch from the other. One
pproach would be to first recover the subgraph defined by
the act ve edges and then attempt to assess its topology.
However, to consistently enforce geometric constraints on
branches even at junctions, we do both simultaneously by
reasoning in terms of whether consecutive pairs of edges
belong to the final d lineation or not.
For example, in the case of Fig. 5, edge pairs (eic, ecj)
an (ekc, cl) should belong but neit er (eic, ecl) nor
(ekc, ecj). Similarly, consider the vertices labeled i,j,k,l,
and m in the graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of
Fig. 2(d), edge pairs (e j , ejk) and (emj , ejl) are both active
and vertex j belongs to both branches.
In the followi g, we first describe our cost function that
penalizes the formation of spurious junctions, and then
introdu e the constraints that allow graph vertices to be
shared among separate branches.
4.5.1 Cos Function
We seek t minimize the sum of the two negative log-
likelihood terms of Eq 3. In this section, we take the
first one as a image data and path geometry likelihood
term, and the second one as a junction prior that penalizes
unwarranted bifurcations or terminations.
As we show in Appendix C, assuming conditional inde-
pendence of the image evidence given the true values of
the random variables Tijk, the first term can be rewritten
as
  log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
X
k2F
c wijk tijk, (15)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 5 and wijk is
a learned compatibility function of edge pairs eij and ejk.
We model the second likelihood term of Eq 3 as a Bayesian
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likelihood ratios we assign to the edge pairs. As discussed
in the Section 2, we have found this more effective at
distin uishing legitimate paths from spurious ones than
more standard methods, such as th se that integrate a
tubularity measure along the path. In the following, we
show that optimizing the objective function of Eq. 5 with
resp ct to the constraints t 2 T (G) amounts to solving a
minimum rborescence p oblem [55] with a quadrat cost.
By decomposing the indicator varia le ijk introduced
ab ve as the product of two variabl s ij and tjk, the






cijk tij tjk (6)
However, not all choices of binary values for the indicator
variables give rise to a plausible delineation. The above
minimization must therefore be carried out subject to the
constraints t 2 T (G) to ensure that the solution is a
connected tree. We define these constraints by adapting the
network flow formulation presented in [55], which provides
a compact system with a polynomial number of variables
and constraints. Assuming that the root vertex vr of the
optimal tree is giv n, we express these constraints asX
vj2V \{vr}
ylrj  1, 8vl 2 V \ {vr}, (7)X
vj2V \{vl}







8vl 2 V \ {vr},
8vi 2 V \ {vr, vl}, (9)
ylij  tij , 8 ij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi, vj}, (10)
ylil = til, 8eil 2 E, (11)
ylij   0, 8eij 2 E, vl 2 V \ {vr, vi}, (12)
tij 2 {0, 1}, 8eij 2 E, (13)
wh re the ylij are auxiliary con nuous variabl s that den te
the flow from the root vertex to all others. More specifically,
ylij indicates whethe the unique directed path from the root
vr to vertex vl travers the edge eij . If the optimal tree
t⇤ does not cont in vl nd hence such a path does not
exist, then ylij = 0. The first two constraints nsure that
there can be at most e path in ⇤ from the r ot to each
vertex in the graph. The third one enforces c nserva on of
flow at i termediate vertices vl. The remaining constraints
gu rantee that ⇤ includes a path from th root to the vertex
vl passing through edge eil if t⇤ contains eil.
Some of our images contain several disconnected curvi-
linear structures. To avoid having to process them se-
quentially in a greedy manner, which may result in some
branches being “stolen” by the first structure we reconstruct
and therefore a suboptimal solution, w c nnect hem all.
Assuming we are given a set R f root v rtices, one for
each underlyi g curvilinear network of interest, we create
a virtual vertex vv and connect it to each vr 2 R by zero
cost edge pairs containing all other vertices to which vr is
connected. To reconstruct multiple disconnected structures
at once, we therefore replace vr in the constraints of Eqs. 7-
12 with vv and add the following constraints to the problem
tvr = 1, 8evr 2 E : vr 2 R. (14)
which ensures that all the root vertices will be in the
solution.
Fig. 5. A l opy graph with a root vertex r (in red). Allowing
e tex c (in green) to be used by the two different branches
(deno d b blue and yellow arrows) produces a l opy so-
lution inst ad of a tree. However, describing the crossing in
terms of edge pairs {i, , j} and {k, c, l} being active and all
ther edge pairs containing c, such as {k, c, j}, being inactive
makes it possible to eventually recover the tr e topology.
4.5 Loopy Reconstruction
As discussed previously, allowing branches to cross pro-
duces cyclic graphs suc as he one shown in F g. 5.
Howev r, in some cases, such as when delineating the
neu l stru tures of the brightfi l an brainbow images
shown in Fig. 1, we know t at t underlying structure
truly is a ree whose topology we will eventually want to
recover. In the case of Fig. 5, th s means that we need
to be able to distingui one ranch from the other. One
approach would be to first re ver the subgraph d fined by
the active edges and then attempt to assess its topo ogy.
However, to consist ntly enforc geometric constraints n
bra ches even at ju cti s, we do both simultaneously by
reasoning in t rms of heth r cons cut v pairs of edges
belong to the final delineation or not.
For example, in the case of Fig. 5, edge pairs (eic, e j)
and (ekc, ecl) should belong but neither (eic, ecl) nor
(ekc, ecj). Similarly, consider the vertices labeled i,j,k,l,
and m in the graph of Fig. 2(b). In the delineation of
Fig. 2(d), edge pairs (eij , ejk) and (emj , ejl) are both active
and vertex j belongs to both branches.
In the following, we first describe our cost function that
penalizes the formation of spurious junctions, and then
introduce the constraints that allow gr ph ve tices to be
shared among separate branches.
4.5.1 Cost Function
We seek to minimize the sum f the two n gative lo -
l k lih od terms of Eq 3. In this se tion, we take the
first one as an image data and path geometry likelihood
term, and the second one as a junction prior that penalizes
unwarr nted bifurcations or terminations.
As we show in Appendix C, assuming conditional inde-
pendence of the image evidence given the true values f
the random variables Tijk, the first term can be rewritten
as
  log(P (I,G|T = t)) =
X
eijk2F
cijk wijk tijk, (15)
where cijk is the likelihood ratio of Eq. 5 and wijk is
a learned compatibility function of edge pairs eij and ejk.
We model the second likelihood term of Eq 3 as a Bayesian
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 8. Reaso ing about edge-pairs. (a) A loopy graph with a root vertex r, in red. Allowing vertex c, in green, to be used
by the tw differe t branches, denoted by blue and yellow arrows, produces a loopy solution instead of a tree. However,
describin th crossing in t rms of edge pairs eicj and ekcl being active, and ekcj and eicl being inactive makes it possible to
eventu lly rec v the correct tr e topology. (b) Handling overlapping edges. (c) Enforcing crossover consistency.
wh re Ejk d notes the set o dges containing ejk and its
incoming edges in the graph, and Ijk denotes the image
viden e aroun hese edges. Eq. 19 is obtained under the
a sumpti tha the imag evidence around edge pairs are
c nditionally independ nt given that we know whether they
bel ng to the c rvili e r structures or not. In Eq. 20, we use
Bay s’ rule and remov the constant terms P (Ijk, Ejk) and
P (Yjk=yjk, Zjk=zjk), assuming a uniform prior for both.
W derive Eq. 21 and 22 by using the fact that yjk, tijk ∈
{0, 1}, and substituting P (Zjk=eij |Yjk=1, Ijk, Ejk) and
P (Zjk = zjk|Yjk = 0, Ijk, Ejk) respectively with pcijk and
1
deg∗(vj ,vk)
. T term deg∗(vj , vk) denotes the number of
in-edges of ver ex vj xcluding the edge ekj , if it exists.
Finally, in Eq. 23, drop the c nstant terms, express yjk
in terms f tijk’s, a d substitute P (Yjk =1|Ijk, Ejk) with
pqjk. Taking the n gative logarithm of Eq. 23 yields










































(cijk + wijk) tijk , (24)
which is the formulation of Eq. 16. The probability
pqjk denotes the likelihood that edge ejk belongs to the
curvilinear structure given the associated geodesic path
and corresponding image evidence. This is an image-based
term that accounts for the quality of the paths associated
with the edges. In practice, instead of relying only on the
image evidence around the edge ejk, we evaluate the path
classifier on a larger neighbourhood including its in-edges
{eij} and use the corresponding probabilities in the above
summation. Therefore, for each pqjk term in the above sum-
mation, we use the path probability P (Tijk = 1|Iijk, eijk)
corresponding to the edge pair eijk, which we obtain using
the path classification approach of Section 5.
The term pcijk denotes the probability that the edge pair
eijk belongs to the structures given that its target edge
ejk belongs to them. Since there must be exactly one
active parent for any active edge, these probabilities are
normalized over the sum of the probabilities of all incoming
edge-pairs so that ∑
eij∈E
pcijk = 1. (25)
In our experiments, this probability is expressed as a
sigmoid function of a distinctive feature, such as directional
deviation along eijk, which helps recovering the right
connectivity at crossovers such as the one of Fig. 2.
6.4.2 Prior Term
We take − log(P (T = t)) the second likelihood term of
Eq. 4 to be a junction prior that penalizes unwarranted

















where λt,γt, and δt are constants we derive below.
To this end, we treat the graph G as a Bayesian





eijn∈F Tijn, which denote the true number of
incoming and outgoing edge pairs into and out of edge
eij , respectively. Note that the Mij are binary variables
since we limit the number of active incoming edge pairs
into an edge to one. Assuming that the Oij variables take
values from the set {0, 1, 2} and using a Bayesian network
to model the dependencies between the variables Mij and























P (Oij=1|Mij=1)1(oij=1) P (Oij=2|Mij=1)1(oij=2)
]mij
, (31)
where Tij denotes the vector of random variables
Tijn, ∀eijn ∈ F . In this work, we assume that all
configurations Tij are equally likely for an edge eij given
that we know the total number of outgoing edge pairs out
of it. Under this assumption, we obtain Eq. 28, which we
then decompose into two terms in Eq. 29 using the fact
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that mij ∈ {0, 1}. In Eq. 30, we remove the second term
P (Oij = oij |Mij = 0)(1−mij) in the product because we
have oij = 0 when mij = 0 due to the connectedness
constraints we will introduce in the next section, and hence,
the term is always equal to 1. Finally, we derive Eq. 31
by expressing the probability P (Oij = oij |Mij = 1) as a
product of three admissible event probabilities, namely ter-
mination, continuation and bifurcation, only one of which
contributes to the product for each edge eij . The indicator






























tijn tijk . (34)
Note that multiplying these functions by mij =∑
emi∈E tmij results in themselves since they are all equal
to zero when mij = 0. Substituting them in Eq. 31 and




























where pt = P (Oij =0|Mij =1), pc = P (Oij =1|Mij =1)
and pb = P (Oij = 2|Mij = 1) denote respectively
the prior probabilities for branch termination, continuation
and bifurcation at edge eij . Note that Eq. 35 always
results in positive values. This penalizes the creation of
bifurcations and terminations but also continuations, that
is, Oij = 1 ∧ Mij = 1, which truly belong to the
underlying curvilinear networks. To prevent this, we set the
continuation probability pc to 1 and drop the corresponding
terms from Eq. 35. This yields the desired expression


























which is the one of Eq. 26.
Note that when the task is to reconstruct a tree structure,
this regularization term helps penalize spurious bifurcations
and early terminations at branch crossings. However, for
loopy networks, it also penalizes legitimate bifurcations
that are part of the loops. We therefore do not use it for
inherently loopy networks such as blood vessels and roads.
6.4.3 Constraints










The criterion being minimized is the sum of the linear and
quadratic terms of Eqs. 16 and 36 and the aijk and bijkn
coefficients are obtained by summing the appropriate terms.
Using the same notation as in Section 6.3, we say that an
edge pair eijk is active in the solution if tijk = 1. Similarly,
an edge eij is active if there exist an active incoming edge
pair containing it, that is, ∃elij ∈ F : tlij = 1.
We take the feasible region Pc introduced in Eq. 4 to be
the set of subgraphs that satisfy certain connectivity condi-
tions. More specifically, we define four sets of constraints to
ensure that the solutions to the minimization of Eq. 37 are
such that root vertices are not isolated, branches are edge-
disjoint, potential crossovers are consistently handled, and
all active edge pairs are connected.
Non-isolated Roots. As described in Section 6.3, we
assume that we are given a set Vr ⊂ V of root vertices, one
for each curvilinear structure of interest in the image. To
handle multiple disconnected structures, we create a virtual
vertex v and connect it to each given root r ∈ Vr by zero
cost edge pairs.
We require the root vertices to be connected to at least
one vertex other than the virtual one v and to have no active
incoming edge other than evr. We write∑
eri∈E





tirj = 0, ∀r ∈ Vr . (39)
Disjoint Edges. For each edge eij ∈ E, such as the
one depicted by Fig. 8(b), we let at most one edge pair be
active among all those that are incoming into eij or eji.
Second we prevent the number of active edge pairs that
overlap more than a certain fraction of their mean radius
to be more than one. Let pijk denote the geodesic path







tmji ≤ 1, ∀eij ∈ E : i 6= v, (40)
tmnl + tijk ≤ 1, (41)
∀emnl, eijk ∈ F :

(emn=eji) ∨ (emn=ekj) ∨ (eln=eij) ∨(
(enl 6=eij) ∧ (enl 6=eji) ∧ (enl 6=ejk) ∧
(enl 6=ekj) ∧ (emn 6=eij) ∧ (emn 6=eji) ∧
(emn 6=ejk) ∧ (emn 6=ekj) ∧(







where l(.) and r¯(.) denote the length and mean radius of a
path respectively. α is a constant value that determines the
allowed extent of the overlap between the geodesic paths
of the edges. It is set to 3 in all our experiments. In the
example depicted by the figure above, among all the edge
pairs incoming to the edges eij , ek1l1 and ek2l2 , only one
can be active in the final solution.
For those curvilinear structures that are inherently trees,
these constraints make their recovery from the resulting
subgraph possible by starting from the root vertices and
following the active edge pairs along the paths that lead to
the terminal vertices.
Crossover Consistency. A potential crossover in G is
a vertex that is adjacent to at least four other vertices
and whose in- and out-degrees are greater than one. A
consistent solution containing such a vertex is then defined
as a one whose branches do not terminate at the vertex if
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its in-degree in the solution is greater than one. Fig. 8(c)
illustrates consistent configurations denoted by a tick mark












tiju ≤ 1 , (42)
∀eij ∈ E ∀emq ∈ C(j) : m 6= i
C(j) = {enk ∈ E | k = j ∨ (j ∈ pnk, n 6= j, k 6= j)}
These constraints are only active when dealing with
structures that inherently are trees, such as dendritic and
axonal arbors. For inherently loopy ones, such as road and
vascular networks, we deactivate them to allow creation of
junctions that are parts of legitimate cycles.
Connectedness via Network Flow. We require all the
active edge pairs to be connected to the virtual vertex v.
An edge pair eijk is said to be connected if there exists a
path in G, starting at v and containing eijk, along which
all the edge pairs are active.
Let ylij (i 6= l) be a non-negative continuous flow variable
which denotes the number of distinct directed paths that
connect v to vertex l, and traverse the edge eij in the





ylil, ∀l ∈ V \ {v} , (43)∑
evj∈E





yljk, ∀j, l ∈ V \ {v} : j 6= l , (45)










∀l∈V \{v,i,j} , (48)
ylij ≥ yljk + deg−(l)(tijk − 1), ∀eijk∈F,∀l∈V \{v}:j 6=l,i6=l , (49)
where deg−(.) is the in degree of a vertex. The first two
constraints guarantee that the amount of flow outgoing from
the virtual vertex v to a vertex l is equal to the incoming
flow to l, which must be smaller than the in degree of
l. The constraints in Eq. 45 impose conservation of flow
at intermediate vertices of the directed paths from v to l.
The following three constraints bind the flow variables to
the binary ones, ensuring that a connected network formed
by the non-zero flow variables is also connected in the
active edge pair variables. Note that, since we are looking
for possibly cyclic subgraphs, there can be multiple paths
incoming to a vertex. Hence, unlike the flow variables of
Eqs. 8-13, which are bounded by one, the ones defined here
have no upper bounds.
Finally, the constraints introduced in Eq. 49 ensure that
active edge pairs do not form a cycle disconnected from the
virtual vertex. This is achieved by imposing conservation
of flow on active edge pairs. These constraints are required
to ensure that a tree topology can be recovered from a
potentially loopy solution by tracing the active edge pairs
from the roots r ∈ Vr to the branch terminals.
6.5 Optimization
The two IP formulations introduced in Sections 6.3 and 6.4
are generalizations of the Minimum Arborescence Problem,
which is known to be NP-Hard [48]. Nevertheless, we
obtained globally optimal or near-optimal solutions for all
the problem instances discussed in the results section using
the branch-and-cut algorithm [49]. More precisely, the
objective values of the solutions we found are guaranteed
to be within a small distance 2e−16 of the true optimum.
However, the branch-and-cut procedure does not scale
well to large graphs especially when we use the network
flow formulation of Eqs. 43-49. To overcome this, we
reduce the size of the graphs by pruning or merging some
of the edge pairs based on their assigned costs, which we
describe in Appendix D. Furthermore, we introduce a new
set of connectivity constraints expressed only in the edge
pair variables tijk, which we describe in the remainder of
this section. This new approach eliminates the need for
adding the large number, |V |·|E|, of auxiliary flow variables
ylij and their constraints to the optimization.
More specifically, we require every subset of active edge
pairs to be connected to the virtual vertex v. To this end,
we extend the enhanced connectivity constraints for edges









Note that, since we consider every possible subset H of
graph edges, the number of constraints grows exponentially
with the number of edges and is too large in practice to be
dealt with exhaustively. To make the problem tractable, we
therefore take a lazy constraint approach, which requires
only a small but sufficient fraction of the constraints to
be used. This is done iteratively by identifying those
constraints of Eq. 50 whose elimination gives rise to
disconnections and adding them to the problem.
More specifically, we start by creating a reduced IP
model with the cost function of Eq. 37 and a subset of the
constraints given by Eqs. 38-42. We then run the branch-
and-cut algorithm on this model and check for connectivity
violations in the intermediate solutions it produces. These
violations are found in linear time by identifying those
connected components which are not connected to the
virtual vertex v by a directed path on which all edge pairs
are active.
Let C be the set of components and Ec be the set of
edges for c ∈ C. We add a lazy constraint given by Eq. 50
for each such component by randomly selecting an edge
eij ∈ Ec and forming a new set of edges H = {ekl | (ekl ∈
Ec \ eij)∨ (elk ∈ Ec \ eij)}. We then continue the branch-
and-cut optimization with this new model.
We repeat this procedure for every intermediate solution
until no more constraints are violated and hence the solution
is globally optimal. As will be shown in Section 7.4, it
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requires only a small fraction of the original constraints
to be added in practice and yields significantly faster run
times compared to the network flow formulation.
7 RESULTS
In this section, we first introduce the datasets, baselines,
and metrics used to validate our approach. We then quantify
the performance of our approach for both tree and loopy
networks. Finally, we briefly discuss run-times on multi-
core machines.
7.1 Datasets and Parameters
We evaluated our approach on the five datasets depicted by
Fig. 1 and described in detail below:
• Aerial: Aerial images of road networks obtained from
Google maps. We used 21 grayscale versions of these
images to train our path classifier and 10 for testing.
• Confocal-Vessels: Two image stacks of blood vessel
networks acquired with a confocal microscope. We
used a portion of one for training and both for testing.
We only considered the red channel of these stacks
since it is the only one used to label the blood vessels.
• Brightfield: Six image stacks were acquired by bright-
field microscopy from biocytin-stained rat brains. We
used three for training and three for testing.
• Confocal-Axons: 3D confocal microscopy image
stacks of Olfactory Projection Fibers (OPF) of the
Drosophila fly taken from the DIADEM competi-
tion [2]. The dataset consists of 8 image stacks of
axonal trees, which we split into a training and a
testing set, leaving 4 stacks in the latter.
• Brainbow: Neurites of this dataset were acquired by
targeting mice primary visual cortex using the brain-
bow technique [1] so that each has a distinct color. We
used one image stack for training and three for testing.
For all five datasets, we used a semi-automated delin-
eation tool [50] we developed to obtain the ground truth
tracings. We built the tubular graphs using a seed selection
distance of d = 5∆I for the Confocal-Axons dataset and
d = 20∆I for the other four, and a seed linking distance of
l(d) = 5d, where ∆I denotes the minimum voxel spacing.
In all our experiments, we used the same parameters
to compute the HGD descriptors: segment length 2∆I ;
segment sampling step 0.5∆I implying a 75% overlap;
B = 9 histogram bins; R = 3 radius intervals; radius
margin β = 0.6, and a BoW model of 300 codewords.
We estimated the branch bifurcation and termination
probabilities pb and pt introduced in Section 6.4.2 from
the training data by first counting the total number of
graph edges that intersect with the ground truth tracings
and then finding the ratio of the number of terminating
and bifurcating edges to this number. For example, in the
Brainbow dataset this yields pb = 0.07 and pt = 0.20, and
in the Brightfield dataset pb = 0.13 and pt = 0.16.
7.2 Baselines and Metrics
We compared our tree and loopy reconstruction approaches,
which we refer to as Arbor-IP and Loopy-IP, to several
state-of-the-art algorithms. They are APP2, the pruning-
based approach of [51], Osnake the active contour algo-
rithm of [18], NS the NeuronStudio software [13], Focus
the focus-based depth estimation method of [52], and our
own earlier kMST technique [8], the last two of which
were finalists in the DIADEM competition. For all these
algorithms, we used the implementations provided by their
respective authors with default parameters.
Our algorithm requires the tree roots to be given. There
are ways to do this automatically but, since this is not the
focus of this paper, we supplied them manually. Since the
interfaces of APP2, NS, and Osnake allow the user to
specify a single root node, we did so both for these methods
and ours for the Confocal-Axons dataset.
For quantitative evaluation when the root nodes are
specified, we used the DIADEM metric [2], which is de-
signed to compare topological accuracy of a reconstructed
tree against a ground truth tree. Misconnections in the
reconstruction are weighted by the size of the subtree to
which the associated ground truth connection leads. As a
result, connections that are close to the given root vertices
are given more weight than those that are close to the
branch terminals.
However, because the available implementations of our
baselines do not allow the user to provide the multiple root
vertices required in the case of the Brightfield and Brainbow
datasets, we also used the NetMets [53] measure. It does
not depend heavily on roots at the cost of being more local
than the DIADEM metric and not explicitly taking into
account the network topology. As the DIADEM metric, it
takes as input the reconstruction, the corresponding ground
truth tracings, and a sensitivity parameter σ, which is set
to 3∆I in all our experiments.
To disentangle the respective contributions of the two
novel components of our approach – the path classifier
of Section 5 and the IP formalism of Section 6 – we
implemented two additional algorithms that minimize the
following simplified versions of Eq. 3.∑
eij∈E
−log pij




1− pijk tijtjk , (52)
where the pij and pijk are the probabilities returned by
the path classifier on edges and edge pairs respectively. The
first one relies on first computing a minimum spanning tree
under the cost of Eq. 51 and then pruning it in an optimal
way. A detailed explanation of the pruning procedure can
be found in Appendix E. The second algorithm relies on
our earlier k-Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm [8], which
minimizes a quadratic cost function. In other words, these
two algorithms take advantage of the path classifier without
relying on the IP framework. We will refer to them as
MST+PC and kMST+PC respectively.
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Fig. 9. Delineation results, best viewed in color. Top Rows: For each dataset, two minimal or maximal projections and
overlaid delineation results. Each connected curvilinear network is shown in a distinct color. Bottom Row: Four road images
with final delineations shifted and overlaid to allow comparisons. The renderings are created using the Vaa3D software [54].
7.3 Quantitative Evaluation
We now compare our results to those of the baselines
discussed above on our four test datasets.
7.3.1 Neural Structures
The neurites of the Confocal-Axons, Brightfield and Brain-
bow datasets form tree structures without cycles. However,
in the latter two datasets, because of the low z-resolution,
disjoint branches appear to cross, introducing false loops.
As described in Section 6.4, these loops can be successfully
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Loopy-IP Arbor-IP kMST [8] NS [13] Osnake [18] APP2 [51]
OPF4 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.58 0.00 0.67
OPF6 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.65 0.80 0.82
OPF7 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.42 0.68 0.76
OPF8 0.90 0.90 0.74 0.58 0.69 0.63
TABLE 1
Reconstruction accuracy in terms of the DIADEM [2] metric
on four test stacks of the Confocal-Axons dataset. Each row
corresponds to an image stack denoted by OPi. Higher
scores are better.
BRBW1 BRBW2 BRBW3 BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
Loopy-IP 0.65 0.56 0.66 0.76 0.50 0.80
Arbor-IP 0.44 0.32 0.45 0.59 0.32 0.71
kMST [8] 0.26 0.16 0.25 0.51 0.28 0.47
kMST+PC 0.51 0.21 0.30 0.49 0.36 0.59
MST+PC 0.46 0.40 0.49 0.44 0.37 0.55
TABLE 2
DIADEM scores for the Brainbow (BRBWi columns) and
Brightfield (BRFi columns) datasets.
identified and a tree topology can be recovered from a
loopy solution by tracing the active edge pairs from the
root vertices to the branch terminals.
Fig. 9 shows two tree reconstructions we obtained for
each of these datasets using the formulation of Section 6.4.
Additional ones are supplied as supplementary material. In
Tables 1, 2, and 3, we provide scores in terms of either
the DIADEM [2] or the NetMets [53] score both for our
own approach and those of [8], [13], [18], [51], [52], as
discussed in Section 7.2.
Given that the DIADEM scores should be high and the
NetMets rates low, one can see that our Loopy-IP approach
consistently outperforms these baselines. As can be seen in
Table 1, for the Confocal-Axons datasets Arbor-IP and
Loopy-IP scores are quite similar because the z-resolution
is sufficiently high so that the false loops that Loopy-IP is
designed to avoid are rare. By contrast, for the other two
datasets whose axial (z-) resolution is much lower, Loopy-
IP clearly performs much better than Arbor-IP.
Interestingly, as can be seen in Tables 2 and 3, the
MST+PC and kMST+PC algorithms are already com-
petitive, while being less consistent than the Arbor-IP
and Loopy-IP ones. In other words, the effectiveness and
versatility of our algorithm largely comes from using the
path classifier but the IP framework is required to get the
most out of it.
7.3.2 Roads and Blood Vessels
The roads and blood vessels of the Aerial and Confocal-
Vessel datasets form networks, in which there are many
real cycles. Many road networks of the Aerial dataset are
partially occluded by trees or shadows cast by them, making
the delineation task challenging. However, as can be seen
in the last row of Fig. 9, in spite of the occlusions, the
road networks are recovered almost perfectly. The main
errors are driveways that are treated as very short roads, thin
BRF1 BRF2 BRF3
Loopy-IP 0.05 0.29 0.71 0.65 0.11 0.29 0.81 0.78 0.07 0.28 0.77 0.70
kMST [8] 0.10 0.44 0.79 0.88 0.11 0.53 0.84 0.91 0.13 0.35 0.81 0.92
kMST+PC 0.06 0.47 0.83 0.84 0.09 0.47 0.90 0.91 0.07 0.60 0.89 0.89
MST+PC 0.11 0.24 0.62 0.83 0.13 0.31 0.86 0.93 0.11 0.29 0.70 0.87
Focus [52] 0.39 0.54 0.75 1.00 0.49 0.53 0.90 1.00 0.38 0.46 0.74 1.00
Osnake [18] 0.66 0.63 0.98 0.99 0.66 0.59 0.99 1.00 0.69 0.38 0.95 0.99
APP2 [51] 0.68 0.64 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.54 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.49 1.00 1.00
TABLE 3
NetMets [53] scores for the Brightfield dataset. The NetMets
software outputs four values for each trial, which are geomet-
ric False Positive Rate (FPR), geometric False Negative Rate
(FNR), connectivity FPR, and connectivity FNR, from left to
right. Here, lower is better.
BRBW1 BRBW2 BRBW3 BRF1 BRF2 BRF3 CONV1 CONV2
Network Flow 166.7 132.9 291.1 379.3 17.2 4.9 8.4 106.8
Subset + Lazy 32.9 4.9 19.5 36.6 10.9 7.7 0.6 4.2
# Lazy Constr. 1008 892 1092 1556 1165 2259 972 5175
TABLE 4
Run-times for the network flow and subset formulations of
Sections 6.4.3 and 6.5 respectively. The run-times are aver-
aged over 3 runs per image and measured in minutes on a
multi-core machine. While the flow constraints are imposed
all at once, the subset ones are added lazily as described in
the Section 6.5. The last row shows the total number of lazy
constraints added in the branch-and-cut search before the
global optimum is reached. CONVi denotes an image stack
from the Confocal-Vessels dataset.
side streets mistaken as high-ways and a few roads dead-
ending because the connecting path to the closest junction
is severely occluded. The first one could be addressed
by introducing a semantic threshold on short overhanging
segments while the latter two would require a much more
sophisticated semantic understanding.
The quality of the blood vessel delineations depicted by
the second row is much harder to assess on the printed page
but becomes clear when looking at the rotating volumes
available as supplementary material.
7.4 Run Time Analysis
Table 4 provides running times in minutes per image
for our network flow and subset approaches described
in Section 6.4.3. We solve both problems to optimality,
which results in exactly the same solution. As described in
Section 6.5, the latter is solved iteratively by identifying
violations of the connectivity constraints of Eq. 50 and
adding them to the problem. As can be seen from the table,
in practice, only a small fraction of these constraints are
needed to ensure connectivity, and the approach results in
significant speed-ups, especially on those problem instances
that are hard-to-solve using the network flow formulation.
8 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel graph-based approach to delin-
eating complex curvilinear structures that lets us find the
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desired network as the global optimum of a well- designed
objective function. Unlike most earlier techniques, it explic-
itly handles the fact that the structures may be cyclic and
builds graphs in which vertices may belong to more than
one branch. Another key ingredient is a classification-based
approach to scoring the quality of paths. This combination
overall allows us to outperform state-of-the-art methods
without having to manually tune the algorithm parameters
for each new dataset.
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